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Editor’s Note
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When the Glitter Settles

O

ne of the funny things I will never get used to, no matter how many
publications I participate in, is the time difference between when we
prepare the magazine and when it is published, or even yet placed on
your desk. Right now we are preparing to sit around our tree with a
couple of pizzas and exchange our Secret Santa gifts. With Christmas decoration
everywhere, we are revising Business Monthly for the last time before heading to
print, while for you it’s already past the wave of vacations and most are re-evaluating
their personal resolutions.
On an economic level, however, the story is different. Plans are carefully calculated
after long months of hard work, and 2019 is going to witness a wave of new reform
measures. One of which is Egypt’s Tourism Reform Program, a five-phase plan
designed to completely revamp how the sector is approached.
Another core-impacting program is the government’s efforts to improve the country’s
connectivity, boosting internal trade by connecting smaller towns to main markets
through a complete infrastructure upgrade.
On a temporary test-mode, the Ministry of Finance floated the customs dollar for
certain imported commodities. The move is part of a plan to encourage local production
and boost tax income.
Nevertheless, all well-laid plans face issues, this month we tackled one of the
major issues plaguing the social housing initiative. Priced at half the market value of
common residential units, government sponsored housing has been attracting illegal
practices from relaters, primarily pre-mature resale. Business Monthly examines the
underlying reasons and gaps that allow this to happen.
On the global front, international markets and governments are worried about the
new rise of the U.S. Federal interest rates. In this issue, we shed light on global reactions
as well as projected movements.
Finally, for our travel article this month we take you to a unique place in Egypt. A
place where mammoths used to exist alongside the land’s indigence people.
On behalf of everyone at AmCham Egypt, I wish you a successful and prosperous
year.
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Viewpoint

Bumpy Recovery

T

he year is coming to an end, marred by many issues, notably on the global
scene: Trade wars are still looming; Brexit is a mess; uncertainties in the
governance of Trump’s presidency, reflected in the slump of the stock
market; rising interest rates; Macron’s reform retraction, with mounting
political and social pressure; growth rate in China is ebbing; Modi is struggling with
local politics, to mention a few.
So, where is Egypt from all of this? The fact remains that we are impacted by the
global turmoil whether we like it or not. To mention the least: The outflow of hot
money out of Egypt, which is now 50 percent of what it was a year ago; inflation is
high and accordingly no interest rates reduction in sight; FDI is still not measuring up
to expectations, and IMF’s $2 billion tranche is delayed until January. It is yet to be
seen whether the government will comply with fuel prices indexing in 2019, probably
starting with the less contentious 95 Octane gasoline. In parallel, there are talks of
capping foreign borrowing, and even the rhetoric of rationalizing our luxury imports,
which is part of adjusting the customs dollar exchange rate.
On a positive note: Tourism is picking up; remittances are record high; oil prices
declined by 30 percent; a big reprieve for our budget deficit; gas production is peaking,
and exports are finally picking up. All in all, this is helping reduce our foreign current
account deficit. Let alone, our growth rate projections are still on an upswing of 5.5
percent. Nevertheless, we need a more structured economy with a less volatile model
and a more sustainable trajectory. Unclogging the arteries of bureaucracy is our
lifeline. It is not a luxury, without which FDI will not rise to our expectations.
Defining the role of government as a regulator and promoting private investments
to lead the economy is the formula of success. Having one foot here and one foot
there is not working anymore. The government now has a legislative framework that
it can build on.
Further reforms to cut the red tape are in plan, yet it needs more clarity and a clear
communication plan outlining what is at stake ahead of us.
We have a golden opportunity as we are finally attracting investors’ interest after a
long agonizing period, especially after solving several irritating issues. The ball is in our
park, and we can’t afford to squander it this time.
TAREK TAWFIK
President, AmCham Egypt
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THE NEWSROOM
IN BRIEF

Export Resurgence
Total exports in fiscal year (FY) 2018/2017
have hit levels unseen since FY 2013/2014,
topping $25.8 billion at the end of June
FY 2016/2017
compared to $21.7 billion in FY 2016/2017,
FY 2017/2018
Total $25.8 B
according to the Central Bank of Egypt
Total $21.7 B
Oil $8.8 B
(CBE). The value of oil exports has increased
Oil $6.6 B
Non-Oil $15.1B
Non-Oil $17.1B
by 33 percent to reach $8.8 billion, on account
of the surge in global crude prices.
Representing 66.2 percent of Egypt’s exports,
non-oil goods recorded 17.1 billion, witnessing
a year-on-year growth of 12.7 percent.
Representing the lion’s share of all exported
Source: CBE
commodities, the E.U. accounts for 34.7
percent of all exports. Adding non-E.U.
European countries, exports to the continent
would account for nearly 43 percent.
household electric appliances represented 6.4 percent.
The MENA region follows next with 23.3 percent of
In terms of countries, Italy tops the list, accounting for
Egypt’s exports. Topping the regions exports at 15 percent
10 percent, followed closely with the U.A.E. at 9.7 percent,
is gold, followed by petroleum products at 8.2 percent and
the U.S. at 8.1 percent, and the U.K. at 6.7 percent.

PMI Fluctuating
In November, Egypt recorded 49.2 points on the Emirates
National Bank of Dubai’s Purchasing Managers Index,
which focuses on non-oil business and is reported by IHS
Markit. This is a significant increase compared to 48.6
points in October and 48.7 in September. “The recovery in
the headline PMI in November to a three-month high is
encouraging, although the overall survey still points to soft
business conditions for the private sector in Egypt,”
Khatija Haque, MENA economist at Emirates NBD, told
Mubasher. However, it is significantly lower than that of
November 2017, when the index stood at 50.75 points.
The survey showed new export orders declining for the
third month in a row despite the pound holding steady
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against the euro since April, an indication that businesses
see the pound as overvalued compared to other emerging
market currencies. This has been attributed largely to the
appreciation of the U.S. dollar as the U.S. Federal Reserve
continues to raise interest rates. The latest increase was in
December, when the Fed’s benchmark rate went from 2.25
percent to 2.5 percent.
Companies surveyed blamed “challenging economic conditions, which continued to weigh on demand,” according
to an analysis accompanying the index. This highlights a
decline for the second straight month in employment, citing the erosion of export orders. “However, staff costs
increased at a similar rate to the previous three months, as

In Brief

firms responded to higher living costs,” the report said.
Meanwhile, companies reported that output prices were stable, as businesses “absorbed higher input costs,” the rate of
increase in producer prices was the weakest since April 2011,”
the report said. “Inflationary pressures appear to have eased in
recent months, after spiking on subsidy cuts over the summer.”
For 2018, the November score was lower than six of the
first 11 months. Overall, 2018 hasn’t been a good year for
domestic manufacturers, according to the index. It showed
that April, July, and August were the only months when purchasing orders increased.
Many domestic manufacturers continue to rely on

imported semi-finished and raw goods. Coupled with persistently high interest rates, that means manufacturing costs
have been high. Meanwhile, ongoing energy subsidy reductions
led to another wave of cost increases at the start of this fiscal
year. Rumors that Egypt would completely remove all price
restrictions on fuel haven’t improved the outlook.
Although the currency exchange rate is expected to
remain stable for another year, Capital Economics predicted in a December report that the pound could lose more
value in response to the dollar’s appreciation. This would
mean that interest rates will either stabilize or increase to
counter higher inflation.

Suez Canal Traffic Rises
Total Vessels 17,845
Y.o.Y Growth 4.9%
Revenue $ 5.6B
Y.o.Y Growth 13%

Total Cargo 97.6 M
Y.o.Y Growth 9.8%

Source: CBE – FY 2018/2017

The Suez Canal saw a 13 percent increase in revenue
during fiscal year (FY) 2017/2018, reaching $5.586 billion, as reported by Reuters. During the year, 17,845
vessels crossed the canal, a 4.9 percent year-on-year
growth. Total cargos topped 97.8 million tons, recording a 9.8 percent increase over FY 2016/2017.
Meanwhile, during the first three quarters of calendar year 2018, the Suez Canal, according to CBE
November Bulletin, has seen 13,451 ships pass through

it, carrying a net of 844 million tons.
This compares to 12,934 vessels and
765.2 tons over the same period the previous year.
There were 3,454 oil tankers,
accounting for 25.7 percent of the total
number of ships. They carried 151.5 million tons, about 18 percent of the total
tonnage passing through the canal.
During the same period in 2017, there
were 3,305 oil tankers representing 25.6
percent of total traffic.
These revenues came despite a 75 percent reduction in passage fees enacted at
the start of 2018 for oil tankers bound for
Asia coming from the U.S. Gulf of Mexico,
South American, and Caribbean ports.
The lower fees were intended to compete
with the Panama Canal. According to
Mohab Mamish, chairman of the Suez
Canal Authority and Suez Canal Economic
Zone, the discounts will continue through 2019, and ships
traveling between Colombia’s San Andres Island in the
Caribbean and Karachi, Pakistan, or Cochin, India, will be
half price.
In October, Mamish announced reduced docking
fees for ships stopping for services in East Port Said.
Freighters carrying between 30,000 and 80,000 tons
will get a 30 percent discount and those with heavier payloads
40 percent.
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Social Housing

Opening Doors for Profiteers
Rising prices of real estate have some buyers seeking government-built subsidized homes instead. For unscrupulous
property brokers and speculators, however, it is a money-making opportunity.

By Tamer Hafez

A

yman Mahran, a 28-yearold company administrator, was surprised when he
was stopped on his way
home by a well-dressed man who
asked if he would like to make EGP
50,000 on the spot. “The guy was a
real estate broker who wanted to buy
the contract I had signed 10 minutes
earlier for an apartment in the Iskan
Misr project,” says Mahran.
The government-built housing is
designed for middle-income families,
with units priced at half that of comparable units on the open market. “I
refused, because I have been searching
for apartments for a long time, and
these were the only ones I can afford,”
he explains. “However, several other
applicants told me they took the offer.
‘It was fast, easy money,’ one of them
told me.”
Such transactions are illegal under
the contract Mahran signed. In June,
the government introduced legislation
to criminalize the sale of subsidized
housing units. “The new law prohibits
owners from selling government-built
units for 20 years,” says Mai Abdel
Hamid, chairman of the Mortgage
Finance Fund (MFF). “No state body
will notarize a change of ownership or
power of attorney. We also have
inspectors to ensure that owners are
living in their units.” Violations are
punishable by fines, prison, and confiscation of the property.
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Besides corruption, a major issue
fueling the rise of this trend is that eligible candidates can barely afford these
social housing units themselves. Yahia
Shawkat, co-founder and research
coordinator at 10 Tooba, a think tank
that specializes in housing issues,
explains that with rising prices, the
salaries of middle- and low-income
households can’t finance suitable housing. He further adds, “Many take out
informal loans for down payments on
top of their mortgages, so they have an
unreasonably high debt-to-income
ratio.”
With the rising cost of living amid
ongoing subsidy reforms, eligible owners are more likely to sell units when
they no longer can afford installment
payments. According to Mahmoud
Maghawry, chairman and managing
director of El Shams Housing and
Urbanization, this is a great opportunity to buy and sell quickly at a significant markup. Vulnerable buyers are
typically those who can’t afford unsubsidized homes, yet whose incomes are
high enough that they can’t qualify for
subsidized units.

Housing Egypt’s Majority
The idea of the government building
and subsidizing standardized homes
for low-income Egyptians dates back
to the 1950s, when random government-led efforts were not part of a

formal program or initiative. However,
in 2014 the state unveiled a national
strategy called the Social Housing
Program (SHP), under which the MFF
is responsible for securing funding for
buyers and receiving payments.
Meanwhile,
the
New
Urban
Communities Authority (NUCA) and
Central Agency for Construction are
responsible for building these units.
The NUCA builds apartments in 30
areas classified by the state as “new
cities,”
including
the
New
Administrative Capital. The Central
Agency builds social housing units
everywhere else.
One of the primary projects of the program, a plan to build one million lowincome residential units, was first
announced in 2011 and paused due to
the country’s economic and civil instability. The initiative was later reintroduced as part of SHP in 2014.
The social housing initiative targets
low- and middle-income individuals
employed in the formal sector.
According to Abdel Hamid, the latest
call to apply for low-income units,
announced in late 2017, set maximum
monthly income levels at EGP 3,500 for
individuals and EGP 4,750 for families.
“These income limits constantly change
to reflect what is happening in the economy at large,” she says. To ensure they
remain affordable,

In Depth

the units are sold at below cost thanks
to government subsidies and must be
owner-occupied, though there are rare
occasions where the poorest families
can rent them out. They are present in
all 27 of Egypt’s governorates, comments Abdel Hamid.
The Guarantee and Subsidy Fund
receives and vets MFF applications,
allocates units, and determines subsidy
levels. It also coordinates mortgage
payments through banks under the
Central Bank’s 2014 low-income mortgage initiative.
Standard upfront payment is set at
EGP 50,000 with 15 percent of the
unit’s price due upon allocation. The
rest is paid in monthly installments
starting at EGP 480 for 15 years. Total
prices used to start from just over EGP
160,000 in 2014; they now begin from
EGP 225,000.
Included in the SHP initiative are
several government projects with less
stringent eligibility requirements, but
higher prices. According to Shawkat,
these projects were built with the intention of “generating profits for the
NUCA.” The first of these projects was
Dar Misr National Housing Project,
launched in 2014. Plans call for
150,000 units targeting middle-income
Egyptians. According to a 2018 report
by think tank Marsad Al Omran, in
fiscal year 2017/2018, the government
built nearly 500,000 apartments and
delivered 188,697 units. Under the
project, the government aims to build
1 million units ranging from 100
square meters to 150 square meters in
gated compounds with commercial
and educational facilities, as well as a
mosque and other services. Unit prices

in the two phases at the time of
announcement started at EGP 255,000
in Badr City and Sadat for a 100square-meter apartment, which would
be interest-free if paid off within five
years directly to the MFF. Alternatively,
the term of payment can be extended
to 20 years under the CBE’s Low
Mortgage Initiative (LMI) if an
owner’s income does not exceed EGP
8,000 a month for individuals and
EGP 10,000 for families.
Following the same path Sakan Misr
was launched in 2017 as a national
housing program for middle and uppermiddle income families with units from
106 square meters to 118 square meters
surrounded by a green belt. Phase one
saw construction of 40,000 115-squaremeter units listed for EGP 300,000 to
EGP 450,000. Phase two, announced in
early 2018, consists of 20,000 units
starting at EGP 404,000 in Badr City to
more than EGP 850,000 in Greater
Cairo. Payment schemes are similar to
Dar Misr, with similar tenures handled
by CBE’s LMI. There has been no confirmation on how many phases the project will include or the total number of
units.
The system, however, has been
plagued by many issues, chief among
which is the loopholes that allow one
individual to own several
units.
Ayman
Ibrahim, an oil company
employee,
recalls a broker
telling him that four
of the governmentbuilt units

he was looking at belonged to the same
person.
Another main issue is that the
ongoing inflation and subsidy reduction is reducing the ability of unit
owners to continue to afford the
installments according to Walid
Gaballah, a law professor at Cairo
University. Others, however, were
simply fed up with the bureaucracy
and delays. “I applied for Dar Misr
and was given an apartment last
year,” says Mansour el Wakil, a 35year-old call center agent, who heads
the homeowners union for the complex. Yet he has been contemplating
selling since September as construction halted in the compound.
“Subcontractors just stopped showing up,” he says. “I later found out
they had not been paid by the state
for several months.”
Making matters worse is the area
where services and a cultural center
were to be located is now just a green
area. “We signed off on the masterplan,
and now the government likely doesn’t
have enough money to build this center,” he says. “For me and others, services were part of the appeal to buy
into the project.”
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Other problems have surfaced elsewhere. “New owners I met told me that
after signing the contract they got a letter informing them the unit price had
increased by about 60 percent,” says el
Wakil. “They must now pay more
money in their upfront deposit with the
bank as well as higher installments.” He
says there was no response from the
government despite a petition signed by
20,000 homeowners in Dar Misr highlighting these problems. “I am currently
negotiating with a broker to take this
apartment in return for one in an older,
privately built, semi-informal neighborhood in Cairo,” says el Wakil.

New Demand
According to Maghawry, there always
has been a significant gap in pricing
between government and privately
built homes. “Whatever the price hike
is for government units, they are
always significantly cheaper than the
private developments,” he says, adding
that non-subsidized government developments have “a strong impact” on
local prices.
These factors lead to a shift in
demand that is pushing up prices of
government-built units in the resale
market. “Demand comes from those
who are just above the eligibility
threshold,” says Gaballah. A case in
point is Ibrahim, the young oil company employee who was checking out a
broker-owned 110-square-meter
apartment in Sakan Misr. The asking
price was EGP 600,000, about EGP
200,000 more than its government-set
price. “I ultimately refused because I
don’t want to start my family life on
the wrong side of the law,” says
Ibrahim. “However, it wasn’t an easy
decision because a similar apartment
by a private developer costs nearly
EGP 1.2 million.”
The potential for traders and speculators to make money from these projects can be attributed to higher prices
set for new social units, despite being
subsidized and targeting the lower ech-
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elons of society. “Our current prices
will likely increase during the next call
for applications because of higher construction costs since our latest offering,” says Abdel Hamid of the Social
Housing Fund. This is further compounded by the fact that units can’t be
rented. “I think this in itself [...]
inevitably makes it an asset as well as a
commodity,” says Shawkat. Such
dynamics assure owners, brokers, and
speculators that the price of existing
units will only increase, according to
those interviewed.
Local officials have blocked attempts
to sell government-built apartments
without prior approval, according to
Salah Hassan, deputy executive director
of the MFF. “We filed police reports
that are currently with the prosecutor
general,” he said, as reported by Al
Masry Al Youm in August. “The time
limit is seven years before they can sell.
And if there is an emergency, our contracts stipulate that owners must secure
approval from us first.”

Road Less Traveled
Buying government-built property as
an investment is part of a bigger problem that spans Egypt’s real estate market: raising prices for no quantifiable
reason, according to experts. Abdel
Wahab Khalil, deputy head of the
Housing Committee in Parliament,
notes there are 10 million unused units
out of a total of 45 million registered
ones, according to data from the
Central Agency for Public Mobilization
and Statistics. Shawkat estimates there
are 12 million unused units. “The
problem stems from Egyptians preferring to invest in real estate to increase
their wealth,” says Khalil. “This trend
is even clearer now given that structural
reforms have tremendously increased
the cost of living.”
Some believe the scope of this problem may decline with recent implementation of the real estate tax, which
forces individuals owning unoccupied
apartments to pay 10 percent of their

rent value as tax. This rent value, which
would be determined by the government, would introduce a cost to holding
onto residential units. “If traders find
themselves having to pay a high annual
fee on their investments, maybe it
would entice them to at least rent them
out,” notes Gaballah. “The first benefit
would be a greater housing supply that
could make it possible for the government to build fewer social units.”
Others, however, are more critical of
the state’s approach to social housing.
“The private sector needs to develop
low- and middle-income housing
through public-private partnership
agreements, in addition to high-end
developments,”
says
Ramzy
Hassanein, head of the real estate
investment and development division
at the Giza Chamber of Commerce.
“This will increase supply and give private companies more avenues to make
money through economies of scale.
Both these factors can create stability
in the market, reducing speculation.”
Maghawry recommends that land
be given for free on condition that
prices are capped, which would complement recently introduced ownership-limitation regulations. “There is
huge potential in this market, given
that 60 percent of the population is
either low or middle income,” he says.
Despite this, the government has not
given any indication it will adjust its
vision and business model when it
comes to building homes announcing
it is delivering hundreds of units nearly
every quarter. For Gaballah, this strategy of building more low- and middleincome housing will only increase corruption with little benefit to those in
need. “Right now, the government is
solving the wrong problem,” he
explains, “or solving it wrongly.”
For Shawkat, the problem boils
down to the state selling rather than
renting its units. “The only way I see
how the SHP can be effective,” he
notes, “is if its units are rented out at
prices the poor can afford.” ■

Emerging Trends

Buying into

Online Supermarkets

Online grocery stores have been trying to make it into the limelight for some time. Will the rise of
local online mega retailers give them a needed boost?
By Adam Skaria
Mona Rady, a professor and researcher,
has reservations about shopping for groceries online. “I sometimes do my grocery

shopping
online, but my
main concern is with
veggies and fruit,” she says.
“I can’t guarantee their freshness and I don’t know how they were
handpicked.” Rady echoes the oft-cited

gripe that “online groceries are overpriced,” adding “it is faster to simply call
the supermarket over the phone.”

On
the other end of
the spectrum is sales exec-

utive Farida el Shammy, a frequent online
shopper, who favors the ease of the
process. “It’s addictive once you try it,”
she says. “I often order while I’m at work
or while I’m stuck in traffic.”
Both experiences highlight the real
discrepancy between prospects and the
limitation of cultural adoption.
According to a 2018 study titled “Food
and Drink Internet Retailing in Egypt”
by strategic market research firm
Euromonitor International, internet
retailing as a whole is booming due to the
rapidly increasing number of internet
users coupled with the emergence of
mega-retailers like Souq.com and
Jumia.com.
More importantly, another report by
payments agency Payfort, titled “State of
Payments in the Arab World 2017,” singles out Egypt as the fastest-growing

online
retail market
in the region.
Zooming in on online grocery shopping, Egypt is home to at least
10 players with a range of business models including organic specialist Greenolic;
app-based delivery platforms like
Fakahany; online platforms like
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Amazon’s Souq.com; brick-and-click
Gourmet Egypt, which combines physical stores with an online presence; and
like
supermarkets
online-only
Knockmart. These businesses are at the
forefront of a national industry that is
very much in the “getting people to try
it” phase, according to market research
analytics firm Forrester in 2017.
Nonetheless, Egypt’s internet penetration is still much lower than in some
neighboring countries, averaging 44.3
percent, according to the Ministry of
Communications and Information
Technology (MCIT), compared to 80.2
percent in the U.A.E. and 75.6 percent in
Lebanon, as per Statista’s calculations, a
market and consumer data research firm.
Moreover, the ministry figures indicate only 4.2 percent of Egyptian internet users made an online purchase during
the past fiscal year.

Pay-on-Delivery
Dilemma
Given the projected market trend, the
number of people buying groceries online
in Egypt is projected to keep growing. The
industry’s biggest challenge comes from
the country’s lack of a sizable cashless
economy. According to Payfort’s study, 72
percent of customers use cash for e-commerce purchases in Egypt.
Jumia Egypt, an e-commerce website
operating in 21 other African countries,
has been struggling with the cultural
acceptance of online payments. CEO
Hesham Safwat says the company’s website offers 5 percent cash back on credit
card purchases. While that has increased
online payment activity, according to
Safwat, 85 percent of Jumia’s customers
in Egypt still choose to pay on delivery.
“Buyers just want to pay in cash,” he
exclaims.
Part of Jumia Egypt’s plans is to
address the issue by “expanding the
[overall] electronic payment ecosystem
and in turn encouraging customers to
benefit from the advantages offered.” He
explains the company’s goal is to achieve
“digital transformation and financial
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inclusion, in cooperation with partners in
the Egyptian market, government and
private sector.”
In a bid to tackle the same issue,
Souq.com, an Amazon-owned company,
has introduced several options for interest-free installment payments.
One of the early local movers in the
digital grocery market is Gourmet Egypt,
which opened its first store in 2006 and
added an online shopping platform two
years later. According to Habiba
Moawad, head of operations, the move
online came after the company quickly
saturated its target market in Cairo.
Besides the difficulty of normalizing
online payments, Moawad notes other
issues. “Bank processing methods and
credit card handling have proven tricky
in the past, especially prior to and during
the revolution,” she says. “Things like
one-time payment codes for online purchases were not available.” In response,
Gourmet Egypt partnered with foreign
companies specialized in online transactions security to address these issues.
The hurdle of slow adoption by customers is not limited to Egypt, with 62
percent of regional online shoppers preferring to pay on delivery, compared to less
than 5 percent in the U.K. and France,
according to an October report by Google
in conjunction with Bain & Co.

Brick, Click, or Both?
Despite the challenges, certain niche
businesses can exist only online. Rana el
Nahas, who founded Greenolic with her
husband in 2016, says there are not
enough organic food consumers to support a brick-and-mortar store. “There are
a lot of expenses and you are not getting
a good enough return on investment,”
she notes. “One of the main advantages
of online selling as opposed to having an
actual store is that it is very economical.”
El Nahas has seen several businesses—
especially purveyors of organic produce
— close stores.
One such example is NGS Egypt, a
premium online grocery store, became a
chain of stores known as Nature’s

Market. Founder Tarek el Gammal says
many obstacles make online grocery
retailing in Egypt a demanding niche,
forcing him to cease online operations in
2017 after six years and turn to brick-andmortar stores. He singles out the staggering difference in return on investment
and profitability between both ventures.
“It took six years for monthly sales of
[our] online business to equal what our
physical stores in Maadi and Zamalek
achieved in months,” he says.
Besides the difference in sales volume,
el Gammal believes store interactions are
more effective when it comes to maintaining and improving client relations.
Moreover, he cites problems specific
to online grocery sales that exacerbated
his company’s problems, including costly
cold-storage transportation, exorbitant
warehouse costs, and higher return rates
due to customers’ preference for choosing their own produce.
Jumia Egypt entered the online grocery market in mid-2016. As per the
company’s PR department, to achieve
their goal, they must overcome huge
transportation and storage costs that are
exacerbated by handling perishable
goods and the overall “low profit margin”
of groceries.
Similar to NGS Egypt, Knockmart,
one of the largest homegrown online grocery retailers, acquired Dina Farms
stores to supplement its online business.
The acquisition, while altering the company’s business model, gave Knockmart
a significant physical presence in the
market, CEO Ahmed Taher told Egypt
Independent in November 2017.
Knockmart completed the acquisition of
Dina Farms in 2018 at an undisclosed
amount. However, the core components
of Dina Farms’ business—dairy products
and its brand name—were not part of
the deal. Knockmart, as stipulated by the
sale, will operate the newly acquired 17
locations as Eden’s Market.
In efforts to address the main obstacle
of increasing operating costs, Knockmart
has partnered with Jumia Egypt to allow
the latter to sell fresh produce online.
Gourmet Egypt’s Moawad explains that

Emerging Trends

while the company aspires to shift the
majority of its sales online, local customers
“still have reservations about putting their
card details online.” She believes the nature
of the market means people will, for the
foreseeable future, still “prefer to do their
grocery shopping in-store.” Moawad
stresses brick-and-mortar operations
remain Gourmet’s “bread and butter.”
El Gammal’s telling experience in the
market has given him an invaluable
insight into its machinations, saying,
“Overall, I don’t see online grocery shopping in Egypt as a fully established or
functional market, you can look at the
trends and see that it’s not just us who
have faced these obstacles. Beqala closed
down, Knockmart totally changed their
business model by purchasing Dina
Farms.” Nevertheless, el Gammal still
sees “a decent potential, and one that will
improve in the future, but the capital
expenditure required is heavy so investment is the primary concern.” The vast
majority of players in the market are

adamant that growth trends and commercial prospects are encouraging.
Though in contrast to the bigger players
like Gourmet, Souq.com and Jumia.com,
whose outlook appear understandably
more favorable due ample investment
and having already established a prominent market presence, the remainder of
the market consisting of SMEs faces an
uphill battle as it relates to market penetration, survivability, and growth.
Nevertheless, el Gammal believes the
primary downside to a physical store is
the much higher upfront investment
required in comparison to that of an
online portal.

Embracing Change
While the market for online grocery
shopping is still in its infancy in Egypt,
opportunities for investment are plentiful with prospects for medium- and
long-term growth. Some, like el
Gammal, estimate it will take “15-20
years until people start catching on to

the fully integrated online method” for
their grocery needs.
Those interviewed stress that for the
foreseeable future, online grocery shopping will continue to be concentrated in
the higher socioeconomic groups that
tend to be more digitally literate and
concerned about healthy eating.
Despite the fact that MENA’s e-commerce market still needs to make “quantum leaps” in areas such as methods of
payment and logistics, according to the
report by Google and Bain & Co., other
trends for this segment in Egypt and
the region should make the overall picture more encouraging for investors.
Jumia CEO, Safwat, is a “strong believer that [online platform’s] competition is
not with hypermarkets and big chains;
but rather against small grocery shops
located in every corner of every city.”
This, he mentioned, is because they
“have the ability to deliver low average
basket items within a small period of
time.” n
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Turbulent Imports

The government’s decision to float the customs exchange rate for a list of “nonessential” goods
has set off shockwaves among importers..
By Menna A. Farouk

H

assan Ismail, owner of a
mobile phone shop in
Cairo, was shocked by the
government’s decision to
float the exchange rate on commodities
classified as “nonessential,” including
mobile phones.
“Many people consider cell phones as
a necessity,” Ismail says. In anticipation
of less demand, he is now reconsidering
his import plans for the coming year.
On November 30th, the government
floated the customs dollar exchange
rate on a temporary mode, effective
through the end of 2018 to reduce
imports and boost local industries.
Previously, the customs exchange rate
was fixed at EGP 16 to the dollar, compared to the prevailing rate of nearly
EGP 18.
Imports subject to the policy include
caviar, shrimp, and ornamental fish; pet
food; wine; cosmetics; cigars and other
tobacco products; flowers; mobile
phones; household utensils; cars; and
some types of apparel among others.
The decision initially extended to all
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types of computers, however, in
response to the demands of stakeholders, Minister of Finance Mohamed
Maait excluded them from the list.
At a press conference shortly after the
decision’s announcement, Maait said
the decision was made to protect
domestic industries, as well as maintain
the current level of job opportunities
and create new ones. He added it was
part of a wider plan to increase customs
revenue to EGP 9 billion a year as
opposed to the current EGP 6 billion.

Market Reaction
Like Ismail, many have raised concerns
about what the government deems
“unnecessary.” Ali Shoukri, deputy
chairman of the Cairo Chamber of
Commerce, says some commodities on
the list like household utensils, fish,
and some fruits are necessary for many
consumers.
Continuation of the policy with the
current list of “nonessentials,” says
Shoukri, would negatively affect both
businesses and consumers that have

endured two years of rising prices. "We
are not against the decisions taken by
the state to achieve development by
increasing revenues, but it should thoroughly study these decisions and communicate with representatives of different segments of society to avoid negative repercussions on the street in general,” he says.
Ahmed Shiha, a member of the
importers section at the Federation of
Egyptian Chambers of Commerce,
agrees. He believes prices of most
imported goods, which include some
necessary items, would increase about 6
percent, immediately after the decision
takes effect.
“The decision also sends a negative
message to foreign investors, who often
deal with long-term projects,” Shiha
adds. “Floating the customs exchange
rate and volatile economic conditions
dramatically increase their risk.” He
explains that the two-pound jump,
from EGP 16 to EGP 18, in the
exchange rate overnight could disrupt
the market. “Already contracted
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imports will arrive at a different price
than planned,” he says.
Shiha has called on the government to
return to regulating the customs exchange
rate. “Although the difference is not currently large between the price set by the
Finance Ministry and the exchange rate of
the Central Bank, it has led to confusion
among importers,” he notes.
Addressing these concerns, Maait says,
"The state is moving towards encouraging and developing local industries, and it
is possible to obtain most of the affected
goods in the Egyptian market.”
However, Maait notes the ministry is
ready to respond swiftly to negative
repercussions. “The government has full
flexibility to accommodate changes
according to the actual experience on the
ground,” he stressed. “If it turns out that
one of the goods is negatively affected by
the decision, it will be transferred to the
EGP 16 category.” A statement that has
been proven by the ministry’s exclusion
of computers two weeks after the original decision was made.

Local vs. Imported
Many importers and economists stress
the government should focus on boosting domestic productivity before floating the customs exchange rate. “I
believe there will be a gap between supply and demand, especially for items
considered necessary for some people,

such as cell phones, and household
utensils,” says Hassan el Hayawan, a
professor of economics at Ain Shams
University.
El Hayawan believes the lack of supply isn’t due to exports and imports, but
to issues that factories still face. “We are
still stuck in terms of production.
Hundreds of factories have been stalled
and production rates are still low,” he
says. “The timing of the decision raises
many questions about the ability of the
government to satisfy the market for
affected items.”
Moreover, Ahmed el Shami, an economist and professor of feasibility studies
at Ain Shams University, believes an
adequate supply of goods isn’t the only
issue. “Although some of the items
included in the decision have equivalents in the local market, such as clothing, footwear, and household utensils, if
the quality of the locally made products
does not meet the standards of consumers, no one will buy them,” he says.
For big-ticket items such as cars, the
impact of the decision is more complex.
Osama Abu el Magd, head of the
Association of Car Dealers, says auto
companies are currently reviewing
import plans with parent companies,
while delaying decisions until things
become clear in February.
El Hayawan also raised concerns
about the temporary nature of the decision, saying that if reversed many for-

eign investors could be scared away
from Egypt or think twice before entering the market. “The government has to
put market stability at the top of its priorities in order to keep investors and
encourage them to boost their ventures
and investments,” he adds.

Long-Term Potential?
On the international front, however,
the move is viewed as positive over
the long term. The head of the
International Monetary Fund’s mission to Egypt, Subir Lall, told MENA
news agency in December that floating the exchange rate on nonessential
items would benefit the Egyptian
economy as it is projected to improve
the efficiency of allocating resources,
including foreign investment.
He further noted the effect on inflation would be limited and characterized the decision as progress, given the
artificially low Egyptian currency value
that is providing unnecessary support.
Nevertheless, most of those interviewed believe the decision will not last
long due to the expected repercussions,
including price hikes, and investmentproject confusion. However, according
to el Shami, if the decision were part of
a well-developed plan to support factories and improve their competitiveness,
before addressing imports, then the
outcome might be largely positive. n
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Rebuilding
Upper Egypt
After 60 years of neglect, the government has
been increasingly committed to upgrading
Upper Egypt’s trade and transportation networks. Will that be enough?
By Tamer Hafez
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aha Abdel Gawad’s decision eight
years ago to move to Cairo from
Qena was inevitable. “My family has a
small factory that produces precision
gears used in automated passenger car side mirrors, movable headlights and the like,” says the 28year-old auto mechanic. “However, there is little
demand for such parts in Qena, because cars are
old and owners only fix them when they break
down. Moreover, he had realized it wouldn’t be
feasible to transport and sell the gears in Cairo,
where demand is strong. “Truck transportation is
very expensive, takes a long time, and they are
accident prone,” he says.
After relocating, he closed his factory and now
works in a garage that specializes in repairing car
mirrors with used imported parts.
To make it easier for businesses outside main
cities to directly access Cairo, Alexandria, Suez,
and other major markets, the Ministry of
Transport has been upgrading the country’s road,
rail, and river transportation networks.
Meanwhile, the Ministry of Supply and Internal
Trade is building central market hubs for each
governorate; currently there are only two hubs in
Greater Cairo and one in Alexandria. “What we
are doing now has not been done before,” said
Supply and Internal Trade Minister Ali Moselhy
during a press event in November. “For the first
time, we have a plan and vision to promote internal trade in Egypt.”
However, after decades of neglect, Upper
Egypt is plagued by extreme poverty, unemployment, and unskilled labor, among other chronic
problems. “Upper Egypt is at the bottom of
investor preferences,” says Walid Gamal el Din,
head of the construction materials export council
in the Federation of Egyptian Industries (FEI).
Yet recent government initiatives are drawing
praise. “Their plan looks feasible and promising,”
says Michael Nabil, owner of a wood fittings factory in Minya’s industrial zone. “Even better it
seems that there is strong political will behind it.”

Forgotten Lands
In the past, Upper Egypt had always been seen as
a significant untapped economic hub. That view,

however, never translated to action as the region
continued to rely on increasingly costly government subsidies that remained intact at the detriment of infrastructure development.
“My grandfather always told us how his friends,
who similarly had factories, sold them and moved
to Helwan when the government was promoting
it as an industrial hub in the 1960s and 1970s,”
recalls Abdel Gawad. “Some relocated to Sadat
City in the 1980s and 1990s, when Helwan was no
longer the industrial hotspot.” As a result, little
development occurred in relatively remote
regions such as Upper Egypt. “I could see, since I
was in school, how badly the city’s roads and connecting highways were deteriorating every year
with nearly no maintenance done to them,” says
Abdel Gawad.
The neglect resulted in harsher economic and
social climates in the south with ever more limited employment opportunities. “I don’t want to go
into detail about how poor the region has become
and the lack of government services,” says Maged
Kamal, an economics professor at Cairo
University. “Suffice it to say it is telling that most
of the charity and volunteer work by NGOs for
decades has been directed toward Upper Egypt.
And there’s no sign of a needier region in Egypt.”
According to the World Bank Egypt Economic
Outlook note published in April: “Upper Rural
Egypt shows poverty rates three times as high as
Metropolitan Egypt.”

Region-Specific
Legal Framework
Realizing investors’ lack of interest in Upper
Egypt, the government utilized a clause in the
2017 investment law that allows it to give away
industrial plots with infrastructure for free on
condition that investors start construction within
one year and bring their products to market within three. There are other restrictions, such as
employment levels and the projects’ social
impact, according to Minister of Trade and
Industry Tarek Kabil during a press event in 2017.
“There was no other feasible choice,” says Gamal
el Din, of the FEI. “We tried the usufruct model
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in the past, but it didn’t work because
banks couldn’t find collateral to guarantee
loans since the plots legally belonged to
the government.”
So far, only Upper Egypt has free
industrial plots in up-and-running
industrial parks. “Giving unique incentives to investors in Upper Egypt is a
must as they are investing in Egypt’s
poorest locations, where potential
workers are least educated and most
unemployable,” says Mohamed al
Sayed, deputy director at the Al Ahram
Center for Political and Strategic
Studies.
Another region-specific announcement was the establishment of the
Upper Egypt Development Authority
(UEDA) operating under Law 157 of
2018. According to President Abdel
Fattah el Sisi last July, UEDA aims to
accelerate the region’s economic, social,
and urban development, with the ultimate goal of creating “equal distribu-
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tion of economic resources to raise the
standard of living for citizens.”
UEDA will give priority to projects that
achieve high growth and operating
income while taking into account sustainability. To date, no benchmarks have been
announced to define those criteria.
UEDA will report directly to the prime
minister with headquarters in Cairo and
authority to open branches in other cities.

Connecting Egypt
On the ground, many investors in the
region complain about the lack of infrastructure, making it difficult for them to
sell their products outside governorate
borders, let alone deliver to seaports for
export. “Companies in Upper Egypt face
very high transportation costs,” says
Gamal el Din. “If we consider that this is
a region with the lowest disposable
income levels, then companies have no
business locating there if they want to
meet demand outside the governorate.”

To address the problem, the Ministry
of Transportation in September allocated EGP 42 billion to upgrade the roads
network over four years, according to
Amer Shaat, a deputy Transport minister. It is part of the 2030 National Roads
Project announced in 2015 that will add
7,000 kilometers of roads at a cost of
EGP 85 billion. To date, 1,500 kilometers
of roads have been completed for EGP
15 billion. Meanwhile, 2019 will see the
addition of 1,000 kilometers of roads at
an estimated EGP 17 billion.
According to Shaat, these projects
will have an immediate impact on
domestic commerce as highways
account for 98 percent of all movement of goods in Egypt. Upgrades
include boosting the capacity of the
Upper Egypt Desert Highway, connecting several Upper Egypt governorates with Safaga port, Ain
Sokhna, the New Administrative
Capital, and Suez.
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More comprehensive change is in store
for rail transport, which accounts for only
1.2 percent of in-country cargo traffic
despite being more effective at moving
large loads at a lower cost and more safely
than truck transport. Shaat says EGP 148
billion has been budgeted for the entire
transportation infrastructure development plan to achieve the 2030 national
targets. The plan allocates EGP 78 billion
for 1,000 kilometers of new track and
EGP 40 billion for locomotives and carriages, with the remainder earmarked for
maintaining the existing network.
In addition, the government has
already allocated EGP 56 billion to
upgrade the rail network through 2022,
with EGP 6 billion of that for maintenance. This phase will see the addition
of 1,300 carriages and 100 locomotives
starting in mid-2019 using an EUR 290
million loan from the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development
secured in June 2017. The rest is

earmarked for the expansion of the rail
network’s capacity and reach, according
to Shaat.
In a major departure from previous
attempts to upgrade the rail system, the
private sector is allowed to partner with
the state in investing in infrastructure
and managing stations and trains. “We
will establish joint companies with foreign investors,” says Shaat. “We are also
looking at the feasibility of hiring international management firms.”
These upgrades will facilitate a new
high-speed rail network. “The highspeed rail was designed from day one as
a replacement for the current network,”
says Shaat. “Losses on the current network are huge. It is too unsafe and
expensive to recover. This is why we are
replacing it.”
Furthermore, river transport will be
overhauled to boost the system’s 0.8 percent share of cargo shipping, which
reached 4 million tons in fiscal year (FY)
2017/2018, according to Abdel Azim
Mohamed, head of National River
Transport Company, the operator of all
local ports. “River transport in Upper
Egypt is very important for towns that
have no access to paved roads, let alone a
railway,” he says. Though slower than
land and rail, river transport can move
the largest cargoes per trip and is safer
and cheaper than the other alternatives.
The goal is for river shipping to
account for 10 percent of Egypt’s domestic cargo transportation in 10 years by
removing obstacles along major Nile
routes, starting with the Aswan to
Kanater el Khairia route, moving on to
Delta routes. “We are currently working
with owners of river docks to allow any
freight to use their platforms. This is a
difficult negotiation as most companies
don’t use their docks and therefore are
not open to investing in maintenance
and upgrades for others to use,” says
Mohamed. “Right now, we have no legal
right to force them to open their docks.”
The Ministry of Transport owns just
five of 48 river ports, with the rest controlled by private, state-owned companies and the military. Additionally, the
River Transport Authority is trying to

overturn a 2015 decision preventing it
from building additional ports. The
rationale of the decision was to focus
resources on fixing existing ports.
However, no upgrades have been done
to existing ports as the priority to attract
companies to use river transportation is
impacted more by the availability of river
ports along the various routes rather
than focusing on ensuring that the few
existing ones are state-of-the-art.

Creating Local Hubs
Another part of encouraging domestic
trade is by ensuring that businesses have
market hubs where they can display, buy,
and sell goods in all governorates. To that
end, the Ministry of Supply and Internal
Trade announced in 2018 that it will allocate 20 to 30 feddans on the outskirts of
each of Egypt’s 27 governorates to be
used as trade hubs. The centers will
include retailers, light industries to package incoming goods, storage space, and
facilities to deal with bulky goods. One
to two feddans will be designated for a
logistics zone and three to four feddans
for commercial market centers. In cities,
the plan calls for 20 feddans for malls and
retail chains on condition that each
municipality has at least four retail chain
outlets.
Ibrahim Ashmawy, head of the
Internal Trade Development Authority,
says internal trade is important because
it reduces imports that are made locally,
but have no access to large markets. “We
want to develop the entire domestic
business landscape,” says Ashmawy.
“This will eliminate informal markets
and replace them with formal ones. Such
markets will be less prone to smuggling
and encourage local businesses to
expand in other governorates.”
The new domestic trade system will
mirror the French model, under which
the federal government has full oversight
over domestic trade, but major provincial cities act as regional trade centers.
The centers are connected to the country’s ports, thus each can send or receive
goods. Government assistance is offered
to small retailers. “We asked a French
company to assess our internal trade,
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and it was bad,” says Ashmawy. “We are
now contracting another French firm to
manage the overhaul of the process.”
The Egyptian government will
approach both local and foreign companies to build and manage new state outlets as of mid-2019 under nine-year contracts. “It will greatly help increase efficiency, capacity, and accessibility in the
short to medium terms,” says Ashamway,
who hasn’t dismissed the idea that the
government or state-owned wholesalers
can take over the management reigns of
these outlets after the contracts expire.
Currently, only four government-owned
retail chains have purchased the terms
and conditions booklet for construction
of these retail and wholesale outlets and
markets.
To increase reach, part of this new
wholesale network will be the 1,300
members of Gamiety outlets, which are
operated by university graduates under a
Ministry of Supply initiative. Its goods
will be supplied by the government-
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owned Public Co. for Wholesale Trading
and Cairo for Engineering and Trade
(Masria Markets). “This fits into our
attempt to formalize small outlets to
compete with informal ones,” says
Ashmawy.
He is also negotiating with existing
private retail chains to open new
branches nationwide to tap Egypt’s
underserved population. According
to Ashmawy, retailers could get subsidized goods from government wholesale outlets.
So far, the Ministry of Supply and
Internal Trade is constructing logistics
hubs in Sharkia, Gharbeya, Behira, and
Tanta, all of which are in the Delta
region. The government is also working on a 9,000-square-kilometer project dubbed the Golden Triangle bordered by Qusayr, Safaga, and Qena governorates that is planned to include
three seaports, three airports, mining
projects, logistics infrastructure,
tourism investment, an industrial zone,

and residential complexes. D’Appolonia,
an Italian mining company, has pledged
to invest $18 billion in the region,
creating an estimated 400,000 jobs.

Long Road to Reform
Nabil, the wood-fittings factory owner
in Minya, is generally optimistic about
the government’s plans to make Upper
Egypt economically more accessible. “At
least now they are executing plans that
should work on the ground,” he says.
Samir Nawar, a former head of the
Egyptian Railway Authority, has seen
the pace of infrastructure investment
increase more than tenfold in 2017 and
2018 compared to 2016. “This is still slow
by international standards,” says Nawar.
“However, it is a marked improvement
over our previous pace. And they
achieved this in a very short period of
time.”
For Abdel Gawad, the relocated
Qena-born mechanic, the news is a
mixed bag. “Of course, hearing about
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roads, rails, and river transportation
upgrades is something that will benefit
Upper Egypt and be an economic boon
for the region,” he says. “However, this
plan can take at least 10 years. I am not
going to dwell on something that far into
the future, especially when this government’s day is a year on the ground.”
Others hoping the government
expands its focus beyond what has been
announced. “The new regional laws and
agencies will require abolishing some
existing laws to work” says Gamal
elDin. “We are just complicating the
legal environment with those new,
albeit very positive, laws.”
Business people and factory owners
also worry because the government has
yet to announce concrete plans for
upgrading Upper Egypt’s dismal industrial infrastructure. “I am not sure why,
but the government seems not to be paying attention to this,” says Ali Hamza,
head of the Upper Egypt Development
Committee in the Egyptian Federation

of Investors Associations. Gamal elDin
notes that industrial zones are practically
ghost towns. “Looking at how low occupancy is, you feel these Upper Egypt
industrial zones are worthless.”
Other problems pertain to highly centralized government decisions. Basem
Nessim, who owns a family textile factory in Minya’s industrial zone, wants to
expand, but his request for a second plot
allocation has been at the Industry
Development Authority (IDA) in Cairo
for months. “This would have taken
weeks in the governor’s office, because
part of his job is to know who is a serious
investor and who is not and report to the
IDA,” he says. “I don’t know why they
are not allowed to allocate more plots to
serious investors.”
The concentration of government
power is also making bureaucracy much
worse for businesses in Upper Egypt.
“You can think of it as an extra layer of
government agencies that these companies must deal with,” says Mohsen el
Gendy, the head of the Investors
Association in Beni Suef. “And, of course,
it doesn’t help that a business owner in
Beni Suef has to travel hundreds of kilometers to process his paperwork in
Cairo only to learn it’s not complete and
requires another trip.” This, el Gendy
notes, is a major reason why new businesses prefer to locate near the central
government.
Another serious problem is the persistent lack of security in Upper Egypt
compared to other regions. “It is well
known that traveling through Upper
Egypt with cargo worth hundreds of
thousands of pounds is not the safest
thing to do,” says Seliem, the Cairo
University trade professor. “This is a nogo for investors from day one, especially
if they plan to meet demand outside the
governorate where they are located.”

Caught in its Own Mess
Government agencies similarly suffer
when it comes to developing the
region’s infrastructure. Shaat, of the
Ministry of Transport, recalls the ministry had to find a replacement plot for

a privately owned facility that was illegally built on its land adjacent to the railroad tracks, and designated for infrastructure upgrades. “We couldn’t start
construction until the facility was relocated,” he says. “It was so sad, it was
funny,”
Sometimes upgrading infrastructure is
not solely the decision of the responsible
ministry. “We had a case where we wanted to build a flyover bridge across a small
canal. To get approval from the Ministry
of Irrigation, they would have had to be
present at the negotiations with the private company that would do the work, as
well as supervise construction,” says
Shaat. “We didn’t build the flyover.”

Slowly but Surely
Despite such problems, the administrative environment for private investors in
Upper Egypt is improving. “Today our
complaints are dealt with more quickly.
I received feedback about a complaint I
had submitted to the governor's office
24 hours earlier, and it was a Friday,” says
Nabil, the Minya-based wood fittings
factory owner. “However, this is very
recent.”
Such positive signs, business community hopes, would create an investment
domino effect in Upper Egypt. “If existing businesses can grow in their municipalities, this would attract new local
investments or even investments from
outside the governorate or country,” says
Nabil. This should be an easy, yet profitable opportunity for businesses given
that Egypt imports simple manufactured
goods, such as stationery equipment.
“Manufacturing small items in Upper
Egypt for major cities is a very lucrative
opportunity,” says Hamza, head of the
Upper Egypt Development Committee.
Nevertheless, to ensure the government continues to improve the business
environment in the south, many believe
they must demand more changes. “This
is the major problem with all governments,” Nabil believes. “You must constantly demand more facilitations and
hassle them. Or else, they grow complacent and allow things to deteriorate.” n
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Beyond Recovery

An Interview with the

E
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Minister of Tourism

gypt’s tourism sector is often
referred to as the country’s
bread-and-butter. Currently
contributing 20 percent of the
gross domestic product, directly employing 8.9 percent of the workforce, and
indirectly impacting 70 other industries,
according to the Ministry of Tourism’s
latest figures. Nevertheless, Minister
Rania Al-Mashat, believes “there is something in the narrative related to tourism
that has to change. She explains, “The
way we have been dealing with tourism—
to date—has either been counting the
number of people coming, solving an ad
hoc problem here, or crisis management
there. We do well and then something
happens.”
To Al-Mashat, the only way to boost
the tourism sector, its contribution to
GDP, and its employment potential is
“through a structural reform program
that addresses impediments or addresses
problems which, once solved, can actually unleash the sector.”
As a result, the Ministry of Tourism in
December launched its long-term strategy, dubbed Egypt’s Tourism Reform
Program (E-TRP). The program’s five pillars focus on administrative reform, legislative restructuring, revamping the promotional approach and rebranding
Egyptian tourism in line with global
trends, and developing tourism infrastructure.
To understand the impact of the elaborate plan on longstanding issues,
Business Monthly sat down for a one-onone interview with Al-Mashat.
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By Nadine Abou el Atta

The message advertised about
Egypt has recently shifted more
toward promoting adventure tourism.
How can it impact the sector?
I endorse adventure tourism very
much. We were at the World Travel
Market in London last November and we
had with us Omar Samra, an internationally recognized adventurist. During our
visit we wanted people to get a taste of
Egypt’s adventure tourism. We not only
featured a film about the Sinai trail, but
presented it as a 360-degree experience.
We chose Sinai, as it is a core part of
our sustainable tourism, because it’s
about people and places. The Sinai trail is
filled with different tribes, each with its
individual identity, and part of the tourist
experience is engaging with its people,
getting to know their culture and habits.
It is definitely something, we as a ministry, endorse and support.
Part of E-TRP is boosting the
country’s Green Tourism. How do
you plan on achieving this?
What we are trying to do is to change
the narrative on Egyptian tourism, thus
everything that has to do with modernizing the perception of tourism and implementation of new trends, whether in
hotels, in training people, in our natural
habitats, and many other aspects.
We are trying to make the sector in
line with the United Nations’ 17
Sustainable Development Goals. One of
these goals is environmental protection,
which is fostered through the development of green tourism, especially in

terms of electricity, the type of energy
utilized, how the place’s produce is best
used, the food consumed by hotels. This
is a very large project.
Do you think it will have a significant impact in terms of image?
Significant is a big word, but it will definitely have an impact, not just in terms
of the perception of Egypt, but also in
terms of our own habits. What we are
trying to do is use this sector as a catalyst
to change our habits, from how we deal
with visitors, to how we speak languages,
our dressing habits, how we engage. This
is how I look at the sector.
Other than intensifying advertising campaigns, how do you think
Egypt can assuage the lack of safety
perception?
It is all about countering the wrong
image. We make it a point to visit different places with ambassadors from several
countries. For example, we recently went
to Siwa with 25 ambassadors. It was a way
to tell the world that Egypt is peaceful,
and for them to take the message back to
their countries.
Additionally, having initiatives such as
the social media influencers trip by
AmCham Egypt, where a group of wellexposed Americans toured the country
and shared the right message that Egypt is
a place of peace, are significantly helping.
Similarly elevating the representation
of Egypt, the film festival in Gouna hosted international stars who shared with
the world their experience.

InPerson

We have had many celebrities visit, such as Alicia Keys, who
hasn’t stopped posting about Egypt since. We had Usher’s viral
photos in the salt lakes. These are all private trips that share the
right message.
It is very easy for good words to spread around social media
and that is what we are trying to do.
In an attempt to diversify Egypt’s tourist influx, the
ministry has been focusing on the relatively untapped
Asian market. How has this been achieved?
We are addressing the Asian markets with exactly what they
are looking for. In China, for example, they are very big on cultural tourism, therefore, we are focusing on featuring the Grand
Egyptian Museum, Luxor, and Aswan in our messages.
Moreover, they have their own social media platforms and we
need to ensure that we are present on them as well.
We are trying to examine the demand of different markets to
be able to meet or fill the void that might exist.
In your opinion, how can improving infrastructure
impact tourism influx and investment?
Connectivity is very important. We don’t only travel across
countries, we travel within countries.
There are many infrastructure projects currently happening
in Egypt, including the upgrade to roads and the extension of
the Metro. We are working with the Ministry of Transport to
ensure that all cultural excursions are connected, giving tourists
a smooth commute.
One example is the Cultural Metro. Planned to be launched
in 2020, it is a new line that will take commuters through all
museum stops in Cairo, going all the way to the Grand Egyptian
Museum. Such projects are going to definitely help tourism.
Moreover, to further facilitate traveling to Upper Egypt, we are
working on upgrading to faster trains.
Another aspect addressed is legislation. We are working on
allowing participation by the private sector. This is something
we are going to explore moving on with full force. As the industry is recovering, we want to ensure that people have the ability
to move from one city to another as smoothly as possible.
Any final words to our readers?
Our goal is that each and every household has at least one person working in tourism. Tourism is not an afterthought; there
are so many successful people who work in tourism. You can
have your own restaurant, your own hotel, your own tourism
marketing or transportation company.
We want people to focus more on enhancing the sector
through vocational training, expanding the language base, and
changing our [negative] habits.
We want everyone to get engaged, to be proud of the country
and what it has to offer. n

American Impact

Central banks and governments around the world are worried about the impact of recent U.S.
Federal Reserve interest rate increases on their economies.
By TAMER HAFEZ

A

s the U.S. Federal Reserve
(Fed)
continues
to
increase interest rates
from historic lows, central banks around the world are
increasingly worried about the effect
these hikes will have on their
economies. “Fed tightening is causing
all sorts of problems for many emerging market countries,” Desmond
Lachman, a fellow at the American
Enterprise Institute and former head
of emerging market strategy at
Salomon Smith Barney, told BBC in
June.
The Fed’s move to tighten monetary policy began during the fourth
quarter of 2016, when the interest
rate was 0.5 percent, unchanged since
the 2008 global financial crisis. In
December it topped 2.5 percent.
Interest rates for companies taking
loans from U.S. banks went from an
average of 3.5 percent to 5.5 percent
during the same period, which also
saw higher interest rates for credit
cards and auto loans. As of
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December, yields had nearly doubled
for both five-year and 10-year T-bills.
These increases are seen by many
as a drag on economies worldwide,
but Fed Chairman Jerome H. Powell
believes they are necessary for sustainable growth. The level at which
sustainability can be achieved is widely known in economic circles as the
neutral, or natural, interest rate, and
Powell believes the current Fed rate
falls short. “It remains just below the
broad range of estimates of the level
that would be neutral for the economy,” Powell recently told Bloomberg,
without revealing a specific target
rate.

Foreign Investor
Exodus
For central banks around the world,
the Fed’s policy has been challenging.
Foreign investors in emerging markets have been shifting assets to the
U.S., enticed by higher interest rates
and the low-risk American economy.

“This [policy] will trigger some relocation from other investments to U.S.
bonds,” wrote Shivam Khandelwal, a
member of a Sydney-based Finance
Forum, in a September column on
LinkedIn.
Emerging markets received an estimated $4.5 trillion in capital inflows
from 2009 to 2012, approximately
half the world’s total, according to
the Institute of International
Finance. At the time, the U.S. interest
rate was 0.5 percent as Washington
pushed for new investment in the
wake of the 2008 global financial crisis. However, with rates moving
upward, Rahul Mazumdar, assistant
general manager of the Research and
Analysis Group at Export-Import
Bank of India, wrote in his column
for news portal Hindu Business Line
in December, that he expects outflows from emerging markets to top
$88.6 billion by the end of 2018. “Any
further tightening of liquidity by the
Fed is likely to push up bond yields in
the U.S. and hence result in more

American Impact

money flowing out of most of the
emerging markets,” he noted.
Egypt has seen foreign ownership
of treasury holdings drop by $8 billion to $13 billion in the first nine
months of 2018. This occurred
despite an increase in yields on treasury bills, which topped 20 percent in
the December issuance, compared to
18.75 percent six months earlier. It
was the same story for domestic 10year government bonds, whose yields
in December were nearly 18 percent
compared to 15.5 percent over the
same period.

Damaging Expensive
Dollar
This outflow of dollars from foreign
markets pushed up the value of the
U.S. currency by 6.66 percent in 2018.
The appreciation was most evident
against the backdrop of currencies of
emerging markets that rely on
imports paid for with the greenback.
“The strengthening value of the dollar [...] can have a destabilizing
effect,” according to a November
World Economic Forum paper.
“Several emerging countries’ governments and corporations have raised
debt denominated in U.S. dollars.
Rising interest rates and a stronger
dollar mean larger debts, more
expensive interest payments, and a
higher risk of sovereign and corporate debt defaults.”
In response to this appreciation,
many emerging economies—most
notably Turkey and Argentina—
allowed their currencies to depreciate against the dollar, despite fueling
inflation and making imports more
expensive.
Egypt’s exchange rate, however,
remained under EGP 18 to the dollar
throughout 2017 and 2018. This could
change toward the end of 2019,
assuming the dollar remains strong,
after a December report by Capital
Economics pointed to Egypt’s state-

owned banks propping up the local
currency using their own foreign
reserves instead of depending on
direct intervention by the Central
Bank. “It's difficult to know how long
this process can be sustained. At the
current rate of depletion, banks
would exhaust their FX assets in
eight months,” the consultancy wrote
in a note published December and
reported by CNBC.

Maintaining the Gap
To reduce dollar outflows, several
central banks, dramatically increased
their interest rates between 2016 and
2018 to maintain the margin with the
Fed’s rates. In Hong Kong, the interest rate went from 0.5 percent to 2.5
percent, while Canada’s increased
from 0.5 percent to 1.75 percent during that two-year period.
Some economists stipulate central
bank increases were not due to
immediate need, but in anticipation
of short-term fallout from the Fed’s
tighter monetary policy. “Reliance on
foreign currency inflows would likely
require a country to sacrifice some
monetary-policy
independence,”
noted a 2018 report by Silvia
Miranda-Agrippino and Hélène Rey
titled “US Monetary Policy and the
Global Financial Cycle.”
While Egypt raised interest rates
throughout 2017 from 8.5 percent to
18.5 percent, it was mainly to curb
inflation after the float of the pound
in late 2016. In 2018, Egypt dropped
its interest rate further to 16.75 for
most of the year.

there is no preset policy path,” said
Powell in late November as reported by CNBC. “We will pay very
close attention to what incoming
economic and financial data are
telling us. As always, our decisions
on monetary policy will be designed
to keep the economy on track in
light of the changing outlook for
jobs and inflation.”
Nevertheless, economists are not
sure U.S. economic growth can be
sustained under such a tight monetary policy. Frances Coppola, a senior
contributor at Forbes, wrote in a
September column that America’s
strong economic performance is
mainly fueled by short-term gains
from the recent tax breaks. “As any
diabetic will tell you, a sugar high
does not last. Unless it is accompanied by proper food, in the form of
productive investment and growthfriendly reforms [...] it can end in a
very nasty low,” she noted.
For other analysts, there are definite signs in the market that this
tight monetary policy may be nearing
its end game. “The sort of flattening
of the [treasury bond] yield curve
that we have seen recently usually
indicates that investors think the Fed
is nearing the end of a tightening
cycle, and that rate cuts may even be
on the horizon,” said analysts at
Capital Economics as reported by
Reuters in December. ■

Sustainable Policy?
There has been no indication from
the Fed of how many increases might
be ahead in 2019 or what benchmarks
it wants to see. “While FOMC
(Federal Open Market Committee,
which sets interest rates) participants' projections are based on our
best assessments of the outlook,
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MARKET WATCH
Stock Analysis

Market Extends Tear-to-Date Losses

T

wo weeks before yearend, and the market was nowhere
close to where it was eight months before. Stocks had
turned their year-to-date gains into losses throughout
the latter months. EGX 30, the market bellwether, down 13.5
percent year-to-date through December 15, while EGX 70 was
down 18.4 percent over the same period. EGX 30 was 29.4 percent off its year high of 18,414.11 and just 7.6 percent above its
year low of 12,076.83. In line with the same downtrend since
May 2018, the period from November 15 to December 15 saw all
market indices down. The period started off with a continuation of this downturn. However, it start paring some of these
losses in the last four days of the period. EGX 30 ended down
5 percent to 12,996.90, while EGX 70 was off 2.9 percent to
675.07. Declines outnumbered advances by 2 to 1.
Despite the overall negative performance, some stocks stood
out with double-digit positive performance. For instance,
Tourah Cement (TORA) jumped 38 percent to EGP 18.10 on
the sale of a land plot. Also, Egyptian Chemical Industries
(EGCH) advanced 22.4 percent to EGP 6.89 as investors re-rate
the stock in view of potentially low feedstock cost of just $3 per
one million British thermal unit, 33 percent below the rate prevailing in the market. Elsewhere, Cairo Investment & Real

Estate Development (CIRA), one of Egypt’s leading education
providers and one of the latest IPOs in the market, saw its
stock jump 18.1 percent to EGP 8.50 after its annual earnings
doubled to EGP 120 million year-on-year on 48-percent higher
revenues of EGP 518 million. Speaking of IPOs, Sarwa Capital
(SRWA) was the most recent IPO in the market which saw its
stock fall below its IPO price after trading. SRWA ended the
period up 15.7 percent at EGP 7.24, less than 2 percent off its
IPO price of EGP 7.36, thanks to a recent tender offer by
Orascom Investment Holdings (OIH) to acquire up to 30 percent of the company.
Other event-driven stock performances were seen. For
instance, Cleopatra Hospital (CLHO) was up 14.1 percent to
EGP 4.78, having announced its continued expansion with the
acquisition of another 108-bed hospital. On the other side of
the continuum, SODIC (OCDI) saw its stock fall 10 percent to
EGP 14.28. SODIC had surprised the market with an EGP
800-million settlement with the Egyptian government to retain
a 1,400-feddan land plot, which investors absorbed.
As the year was drawing to a close, investors were looking to
the Central Bank, not so much what the next interest rate
decision will be but rather when the easing cycle will resume.
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Tourah Cement (TORA), 66 percent owned by Suez
Cement (SUCE), has seen its stock ﬂourish. This was
not driven by its operational or ﬁnancial performance but rather news circulating in the market of
its planned auction to sell a 392,800-square meter
land plot. Speculators were betting on the price per
square meter, which was later announced to be EGP
2,700, implying an EGP1.06-billion value or a cash
inﬂow of EGP 14.8 per TORA share (before tax).
TORA’s stock jumped in the period by 38 percent
from EGP 13.12 to EGP 18.10 with 5.65 million shares
worth EGP 98.7 million changing hands.

Capital Markets
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At a Glance
In Partenership with

Two Years on the IMF Agreement
Almost two years have passed since the signing of the Extended Fund Facility (EFF) agreement between
the GoE and the IMF for $12 billion in 2016, we look on what has been achieved under the agreement.

Received and Remaining Disbursements

2.75 USD bn

1.25 USD bn

Nov. 16

Jul. 17

2 USD bn

2 USD bn

Dec. 17

2 USD bn

Jun. 18

End of
2018

2 USD bn
Mid of
2018

Key Components of the Agreement

Ensuring a ﬂexible
exchange rate
regime; monetary
policy aimed at
containing inﬂaon

Improving ﬁscal
sustainability
through enhancing
government revenues
and repriorizaon
of expenditure

Securing
external
ﬁnancing during
the stabilizaon
stage*

Strengthening
social protecon
programs

*According to the IMF’s third review, Egypt received
some USD 60 bn of external ﬁnancing in the past
two ﬁscal years including porolio inﬂows, use of
fund resources and other ﬁnancing under the IMF
program. The remaining balance of the promised
Introducing
structural reforms package in the current ﬁscal year is $4 billion,
to boost growth
represenng only the outstanding tranches from
and ensure its
the extended fund facility.
sustainability

Key Economic Indicators: Targets/Projections set by the IMF, and how well did Egypt perform
against them in FY 2016/2017 and 2017/2018
Projected (by IMF)

Actual
NIR (USD bn)*

Real GDP Growth (%)

Current Account Deﬁcit (USD bn)

44.3
17/18

31.3
16/17

20

40

Budget Deﬁcit (% of GDP)*

3

10.9

9

8

0

16/17

0

14

115.0

62
50

100

**MoF projecons based on FY 2018/19 budget
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Jun. 2017 target met; Dec. 2017 target missed by USD 200 mn

Inﬂaon (%), Period Average

37

10
4

14.9

120.9**

17/18

8.3

16/17

14.4

Fuel Subsidies (EGP bn)*

9.9

17/18

13.6

16/17

4

-2

60

17/18

4.2

16/17

0
-200
-400
-600
-800
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6.0

4.8

22
0

-1

5.3

17/18

29

Accumulaon of EGPC Arrears (USD mn)*

21.6

17/18

13.3

23.3

16/17

18.2

*Projecons of these variables
were among the quantave
criteria the government had to
meet to be eligible for program
disbursement.

150
0
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30

Sources: IMF Country Reports No. 17/17 & 18/213, Ministry of
Finance, CAPMAS, Ministry of Planning and Central Bank of Egypt.

At a Glance

Impact of Reforms Implemented by GOE
158%
Average increase in fuel prices*

MONETARY SECTOR

*Average of Gasoline 80, Gasoline 92, Gasoline 95
and Diesel

525%
LPG Cylinders

FISCAL ADJUSTMENT:
CUMULATIVE INCREASE IN
PRICES (OCT 16- NOV 18)

121%
Average increase in
residential electricity
prices per KWh

50%

cumulative
increase in CPI

122%
Average increase in
residential water tariff
per m3

Currency Floatation

102%

Lifting Capital
Controls

Depreciation (Oct 16- Nov 18)

14% VAT
Replaced 10% sales tax

Other measures included:
- Implemenng business-climate-enhancing laws and
regulaons such as the new investment, bankruptcy and
industrial licensing laws.
- Strengthening the social safety net by increasing the
monthly allocaons for Takaful & Karama and food raon
cards beneﬁciaries as well as increasing pensions.

Following an initial inflation upsurge and a significant loss in the value of the Egyptian pound (EGP),
headline economic indicators are turning favorable, signaling gradual rebalancing of the economy in
response to reforms associated with the program.

Further Pipeline Measures

Eliminang
fuel subsidies
excluding LPG
by June 2019

Improving
FX reserve
management

Strengthening
compeon

Developing
capital
markets

Improving
public sector
transparency

Improving
labor force
parcipaon
for women

Improving
access to
land

Source: IMF’s Third Review (July 2018).
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Discovering History

Egypt’s Early

Settlers and Prehistoric Carvings
By Nadine Abou el Atta

L

istening to Mark Eliyahu’s music around a campfire,
under a blanket of stars, I couldn’t help but smile. I
was surrounded by complete strangers who shared my
passion for discovering Egypt’s hidden treasures.
Preparation for the trip had begun a week earlier when I discovered a survivalist leading an exploration trip into the wilderness
of Halayeb Triangle, deep in the Eastern Desert.
Ever since my first visit two years ago, Halayeb has been my
favorite local destination. Being there is like traveling through time
to an era when wilderness was the norm. While the triangle is vast,
spanning more than 20,500 square kilometers in the country’s
southeast, I have only managed to visit its three main towns of
Shalateen, Abu Ramad, and Halayeb, as well as Egypt’s southernmost mountains of Elba (pronounced Eilba by local Bedouins).
Until about a year ago, googling Halayeb would only lead to
political debates about whether the triangle is in Egypt or Sudan,
as well as some altered images of a green Elba. Today, however,
there are photos and a few articles shedding light on the amazing
region. However, according to a historian who requested
anonymity, the true majesty of the area is that it housed the
land’s indigenous people, long before the continent was called
Africa. While there is no genetic evidence that those groups still
exist, their prehistoric carvings of mammoths and other extinct
animals remain. Other prehistoric carvings exist within the borders of modern-day Egypt at el Gelf el Kebeer in the southwest
of the Western Desert; however, Army Intelligence has reported
terror activity in the area and closed it to the public.
Our trip organizer had learned a while back about the carvings from local Bedouins. To our delight, we would discover they
were only the tip of the iceberg.

Camping by the Beach
The trip included seven destinations in five days, promising a lot
of adventure with barely any sleep. Driving straight to the triangle
usually requires about 15 hours—a whopping 1,000 kilometers
south of Cairo—which is why we decided to camp the first night
at Qalaan lagoon in Wadi el Gemal, a natural protectorate about
three-quarters of the way. The place is known for its pristine skyblue water, mangrove trees, and abundance of wildlife.
We arrived during a rainstorm, a rarity in the warm, dry climate of the south. There was only about an hour of sunlight left,
so I opted for a relaxing swim in the lagoon, while most headed
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for the open water. By the time we were done, so was the storm,
we gathered around a campfire for dinner, tea, and music.
A few hours into the night, we heard loud chanting and music.
Curious, I asked a couple of my new friends to accompany me
into the desert to discover the source of the sound. To our surprise, it was a local wedding and our whole group was invited. It
was the first of three nights of celebration; only on the last night
do the bride and groom join in.
As the celebration dwindled around 1 a.m., we had only about
four hours of sleep before continuing our journey south, and just
as we stuffed ourselves into the sleeping bags, it began to rain
again. Exhausted, we ignored it and slept.

The Tip of Egypt
We awoke about 5 a.m., had coffee and a light breakfast, then
headed toward Shalateen, the first town in the Halayeb Triangle
and the most developed area. We left our bags at one of two hotels
there and headed farther south towards Abou Ramad to explore
its beaches and wildlife.
By midday, we continued our journey to the town of Halayeb
and the Sudan border. We had been torn between hiking Elba or
visiting the border, however, with warnings of an approaching
sandstorm, we opted for the latter.
Despite our Army Intelligence permits, we were stopped by the
local military unit and not allowed to continue unaccompanied.
Due to the restrictions, we couldn’t stop at Halaybe’s market as
planned and were advised to continue toward the border.
However, we managed to proceed only a few kilometers south of
the last town in Egypt before the sandstorm rendered the road
impassable.
Turning around, we sped toward the clear skies of Shalateen in
a futile attempt to elude the sandstorm, and it took hours to make
it back. Covered with sand, we celebrated by drinking Gabbana,
a southern spiced coffee, at an ahwa in Shalateen’s main market.
The day, however, ended with a generous invitation from one
of the Bedouins. We went to the hotel, showered, and headed to
the outskirts of Shalateen for a night of music, coffee, and treats.

Be’r el Gahelia
The third day is when our real adventure began. We fortified ourselves with a proper Egyptian breakfast, packed three liters of
water each along with other desert necessities, hopped on the
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back of a truck and headed into the
Eastern Desert. Driving along the Red
Sea north of Shalateen we came across a
new sign marking the entryway toward
the aptly named Be’r el Gahelia. While
the name literally translates to well of
ignorance, the term Gahelia is what
Arabs commonly call prehistoric periods.
It only took 30 minutes of off-roading to
reach a completely different era.
We off-roaded for nine hours into the
desert, every few kilometers coming
across a well surrounded by a small group
of Bedouins, reminders of a time when
people lived around water sources and
consumed only the milk and meat of
their livestock.
There was a surprising lack of Arabic,
and the farther we went into the desert,
the more difficult it became to communicate with locals. Soon we became
entirely reliant on our guides.
While the weather was breezy, it was
exceptionally dry. It took only a couple of
hours before we drank all the water we
packed, so we kept refilling our bottles at
each stop.

It’s a Mammoth
Several hours into stretches of nothingness, we arrived at a small oasis surrounding what looked like a Roman-pharaonic
gate carved into the side of a mountain.
The gateway was covered with grass, with
potable water seeping from under it.
Legend has it the gate hides enough
water to drown the entire area, and
ancient Egyptians during the Roman era
built the gate to support life in the valley.
Of course, no one knows who or how it
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was built, but one thing was certain, the
gate does have water behind it.
After filling up our bottles, pouring
water all over ourselves, and refilling our
bottles again, we took a quick rest in the
shade. Our group leader attempted to
explain where we were geographically and
where we were going. All I retained was
that we were in Abou Safaa, an area with
several clusters of prehistoric carvings.
We hopped back up on the truck and
headed out again. After 40 to 60 kilometers, we passed through several carvings
along the hills. However, our guides wanted to show us a specific area.
Finally, we arrived at a group of large
boulders, several shades darker than the
surrounding area. They were covered
with images: people surrounded by cattle
with long horns, spotted horned animals,
and—my favorite—a mammoth. There
were carvings of ships carrying animals,
owls, and people with spears. It was
beyond magical. Later, we learned the
carvings were done by people who, technically, were Egypt’s first settlers in an
area that was the tip of a forest in prehistoric times. These, however, are mostly
inductions. There are no proper studies
done on the heritage of this area nor its
indigenous people.
About an hour later, we began heading
to Abraq, another area believed to house
prehistoric carvings. Driving deeper into
the

desert, the Bedouins appeared weaker
and poorer. They were definitely in need
of aid, however, we had nothing to give
them. When a person in our group
attempted to hand a man some money,
he didn’t seem to understand.
Driving for another hour, we came
across a lush green valley. We stopped for
a quick drink from the well in the area and
began hiking in the surroundings. The
hills around the valley had a few carvings
near their peaks, mostly of mammoths.
As the sun began to set, we hopped
back on the truck and headed out of the
desert. Unfortunately, we left much later
than we should have and drove most of
the way in pitch-black darkness.
By the time we got back, we were sunburned, covered in dust, and bruised
from a day on a rocky road. As we
reached the main coastal road, we
stopped at the first fuel station to buy
water. It was amazing how dry our bodies
and mouths were, regardless of the
amount of water we drank.
Back in Shalateen, we all knew that if
we headed for a shower, none of us would
make it out of our rooms. Instead, we
went for a lamb barbeque dinner in the
market, shopped for Sudanese herbs, and
laughed the night away in the ahwa.
While this was only the third day of an
amazing trip, filled with spectacular
excursions, including a rare sighting of a
wild ibex, nothing compares to the
moment I stood centimeters away from
something carved
by what can easily
be an early
human. n
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Events
SPECIAL BRIEFING AND DISCUSSION

The Launch of the Updated
Egyptian Transfer Pricing Guidelines

AmCham Egypt had the honor of being selected by the
Ministry of Finance as its preferred partner for the event
during which Egypt’s new transfer pricing guidelines were
launched. The event was the first in AmCham Egypt’s history in which the organization partnered with the government for the launch of a major policy regulation of significant importance to the private sector. The event was held
on December 16th at the Nile Ritz Carlton.
Minister of Finance Mohamed Maait opened his speech
by explaining the target behind the new guidelines. “Our
aim is to achieve economic stability via the tax reforms we
are introducing, which will ensure sustainable economic
growth,” said Maait. “This sustainability will attract ‘real’
investments, which will create ‘real’ jobs on the ground.”
Tax reform goes back to 2016 when the government
introduced the value-added tax (VAT) to replace the sales
tax. Since then, the Ministry of Finance has focused on
simplifying the system, especially for SMEs. “Ensuring that
our tax policy is clear and stable will encourage investment,” said Maait.
This reform, as well as others, has focused on widening
the taxbase. “We want to reach international benchmarks
so that neither tax burdens nor rates are increasing,” said
Maait. “We want to increase tax revenue because business
is growing and more people are employed.” One way to
achieve this is by registering the informal sector. “Of
course, we realize that their status is quite different than
that of a registered business. Accordingly, they are expected to have their own set of tax laws, regulations, procedures, and rates,” explained the minister.
Another target the Ministry of Finance is working on is
to unify all procedures and processes for all types of levied
taxes to simplify the process for payers, as well as reduce
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processing times, payments, and reimbursements. “This
will greatly reduce bureaucracy when filing for taxes, aligning it with international standards,” said Maait.
Another dimension to reforms is shifting all tax dealings
online. “We are working toward e-bills and electronic payments of taxes,” said Maait, adding that another goal is to
tax online advertising. “We are changing Law 91 of 2005 to
allow this,” said Maait, who stressed that Egyptian accounting firms recommended a replacement law over attempts at
patching the current law. “This is something we need to
move quickly on because this business is evolving fast,” said
Maait. “Everyone now sells products online, and these
transactions are taxable.”
The government also wants to link the Egyptian tax system to international counterparts via a constantly updated
transfer pricing mechanism. “This is a priority for us,” said
Maait. “We are working with tax authorities around the
world to avoid tax evasion that some multinationals may be
seeking.” He emphasized that Egypt is not a tax haven.
On hand during the event were Amr El Monayer, former vice minister of finance for tax policy; Yasmine
Hammad, technical assistant to the vice minister of
finance; May Abou Ghaly, tax adviser, BEPS Developing
Countries at the OECD; and Mohamed el Bendary,
transfer pricing department manager at the ETA. They
discussed how the latest updates to transfer pricing
would impact multinationals in Egypt as well as Egyptian
companies with branches abroad.
According to Maait, these changes will not be the last,
especially as the rest of the economy is undergoing structural changes that would require updates to the tax system.
“The road is still long,” he said. “However, these are a lot of
important steps toward reforming the system.”

Events
MONTHLY LUNCHEON

Reforming Tourism

There are a lot of problems facing the tourism sector in
Egypt, noted Tourism Minister Rania Al-Mashat during an
AmCham luncheon event on December 13th at the Four
Seasons Cairo Hotel at Nile Plaza. She said the sector has
always been about the number of incoming tourists and
where they come from, along with solving problems when
they arise, and reacting to events that are temporary setbacks. She added that going forward, the Ministry will not
just focus on the number of arriving tourists, but also introduce structural reforms to make for a better business environment for travel companies in Egypt. To that end, AlMashat announced the Ministry’s Tourism Reform Program
(E-TRP).
Such reform would impact Egypt’s economy at large given
that the tourism sector accounts for 20 percent of the country’s GDP and 70 other support industries, according to AlMashat. “My overarching vision is to have at least one person
in every Egyptian household working directly or indirectly in
the tourism sector,” she said. Accordingly, the reform plan is
aligned with international trends, including the United
Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals program. “This
will allow the sector to absorb unforeseen shocks with little
disruption.” said Al-Mashat.
The first aspect of Al-Mashat’s reform plan is institutional. This would include administrative restructuring, which
addresses the ministry’s organizational chart, a managerial
reshuffle, and the empowerment of junior staff. The other
aspect of these reforms is capacity building. “Egypt lost a lot
of its skilled labor after the revolutions,” said Al-Mashat.
“We are working on improving skill sets, meeting market
needs, improving education, and raising awareness of
tourism. We are working closely with the Ministry of
Education in this dimension.”

Other structural reforms include introducing incentive
programs to boost the competitiveness of local operators,
improving international relations, talking to international
tourism institutions, community development, and securing
international grants to develop the sector. Lastly, the ministry is working to increase surveys and improve the accuracy of data collection.
Legislative reforms will focus on better private sector representation in tourism federations and chambers. “The sector is 98 percent private, yet representation is subpar par,”
noted Al-Mashat. Also, she is working on an all new tourism
law to replace the current one enacted in 1970, adding that
digital tourism would benefit greatly from an overhaul.
Improving marketing and promotion is also part of AlMashat’s plan. “We will have international promotion campaigns, using modern marketing tools and capitalizing on
international travel exhibitions,” she said, noting that during
the first half of 2019 there will be a large summit attended by
influencers from around the world. “We are relying on
unconventional ways to market Egypt as well as diversifying
our communication channels, which is very important,” she
said.
Al-Mashat’s structural reform program also emphasizes
infrastructure upgrades, such as promoting investments
within the framework of achieving sustainable tourism.
Additionally, new norms in line with international standards
will be adopted when classifying hotels in Egypt. Food safety standards and inspection protocols also will be improved.
Lastly, Al-Mashat aims to create a private equity fund to help
financially challenged hotels and other establishments.
Finally, the reform program calls for adopting global trends
such as green tourism, economic empowerment of women,
and innovation.
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Events
ANNOUNCEMENT

New Mineral Exploration, Development Taskforce Formed
AmCham Egypt is pleased to announce the formation of the
Mineral Exploration and Development Special Taskforce.
Given the prevailing interest in promoting investments in the
industry by both the government and the private sector, as represented among AmCham Membership, the newly formed
taskforce seeks to create an attractive and globally competitive
environment to stimulate, enable, and attract mineral exploration and development investments.
The Taskforce first convened in December 2018, bringing
together major players in mineral exploration and development
to discuss urgent issues affecting the industry. It has since taken
major steps in paving the way forward for promoting the
growth of investments in the country. On December 16, 2018,
Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources, Tarek el Molla,

welcomed members of the Taskforce at his offices in a strong
show of support.
The Taskforce highlighted the potential growth of the industry and expressed its commitment to Egypt in addition to its
support for the Government’s reform agenda.

HUMAN RESOURCES

Revisiting Compensation Strategies, Structures
“Employers around the world are confronting new challenges, which leads to the need to reevaluate how to
attract, engage, and retain talent in this complex, evolving
environment,” said Eungchang Lee, director of Rewards
Practice Middle East at Willis Towers Watson, during a
November 18th Human Resources Committee meeting on
“Getting Compensation Right.”
Compensation programs must meet a growing range of
often-conflicting objectives, from market competitiveness
to fair pay. The process involves complex decision making
that requires using more technology to stay relevant.
Organizations need to consider important questions: What
is the purpose of base pay? Do employees understand our
compensation system?
Clarity, differentiation, technology, fairness, and transparency are crucial to developing relevant, high-impact
compensation programs. Most organizations emphasize
individual goals, annual performance reviews, and market
competitiveness when awarding pay raises. Lee added that
many organizations continue to struggle to deliver base-pay
programs that effectively reflect and drive performance.
While market competitiveness continues to remain a key
factor when it comes to wage decisions, there should also
be a stronger focus on skills critical to future success and
potential. “Increasing sophistication can lead to more
effective base-pay programs,” he said. “However, many
organizations experience difficulties due to low budgets
and a lack of capability or willingness to differentiate to
support these objectives.”
“Employers miss opportunities to differentiate incentive
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payouts to top performers,” Lee said. In order to better allocate limited short-term incentive budgets to high-value talent, organizations must decide which positions should have
higher pay and make sure the incentive payouts deliver
appropriate upsides to the right employee groups.
It is essential to make effective use of technology to
improve decision making within an organization. To encourage the use of compensation software to help managers make
better decisions, organizations should invest in the latest
software with global job leveling, benchmarking, and reporting and analytics capabilities.
“Expectations for pay transparency are growing, but organizations still struggle to move the needle,” said Lee. It is
vital to ensure that organizations have robust and documented information to clearly explain the factors that influence pay decisions, create a transparent pay culture, develop
a reward and career framework, and equip managers with the
necessary training and tools. Lee concluded it is important to
establish a clear and future-focused reward strategy to help
explain compensation decisions.

Events
MARKETING

Extracting and Optimizing Media Data
In a discussion titled “If Media Is the Heart, Data Is the
Heartbeat” held December 5th, panelists Aida Seoudy, general manager, NRJ Egypt; Riham el Sawy, managing director, Mindshare; Sarah Messer, director Media – MENAP,
Nielsen; and Yasmine el Sweify, sales manager, DMS Egypt
– Choueiri Group, the Marketing Committee highlighted
the need for media metrics.
Measurement is the key to determining how audiences
consume media. This, in turn, has the power to affect business decisions and media plans, especially when observing
consumers’ changing viewing habits.
The important takeaway from current trends, said
Messer, is that “the power of the immediate [digital
media]” has not replaced TV, but added to it. In fact, marketing spending on digital media has experienced significant jumps over the past two years as people spend more
time with media at large.
Furthermore, media currencies matter as they drive the
market to use a common language on multiple channels.
Currencies lead to a better understanding of audiences,
content consumption, and distribution strategies.
The local market is evolving, but experiencing challenges due to the lack of media assessment tools. For
instance, radio broadcasters have been unable to track

their sales levels, measure audience reaction, and optimize
content without concrete research, explained Seoudy.
From a sales perspective, el Sweify said new, complex, media
mix models are being developed based on segmented viewer
experience.
With an average many hours spent daily on multiple digital
platforms and screens, there is ample room to optimize market
opportunities, said el Sawy. A national media committee has
been formed to advocate for the introduction of a new “peoplemeter,” as well as support new measurement research.
Moreover, existing in-house research divisions have allowed for
integrated content planning. Moving forward, said Messer,
there is still potential for innovation in data measurement leading to unified metrics, pricing, budgeting, and marketing strategies for healthier bottom lines.

CUSTOMS AND TAXATION

Official Reviews Property Tax Updates
“We are constantly changing details in the real estate tax law
to make it as simple and easy as possible for laymen to calculate their own tax,” said Samia Hussein, head of the Real
Estate Tax Authority, during a Customs and Taxation
Committee meeting on November 19th at the Cairo Marriott
Hotel and Omar Khayyam Casino. “We will also reevaluate
property prices every three years to ensure stability.”
She emphasized that real estate taxes are paid based on
calendar years and not fiscal years. “Those who paid their
due taxes from 2013 to 2017 still have until the end of the
year to pay their 2018 taxes without penalties, which are a
markup over discount rates set by CBE at the time of payment,” said Hussein.
Those who have recently bought a new or existing property in 2018 have until June 2019 to go to a Real Estate Tax
Authority branch to prove ownership and should not wait
until they receive an official notice asking them to pay. Those
who fail to register newly acquired units are subject to penalties ranging from EGP 200 to EGP 2,000. “We have yet to

apply this penalty because society is still neither used to this
type of tax nor the fact they must pay it themselves,” said
Hussein, adding that she is starting to see a significant rise in
awareness and understanding of the new tax.
Moreover, she stressed that owners need to report
changes in the use of their units from residential to commercial. Residential units valued at EGP 2 million or less
get an annual EGP 24,000 exemption, while commercial
services get an EGP 1,200 exemption. “This offers tax
relief for micro businesses,” said Hussein.
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Events
CUSTOMS AND TAXATION

Digital Tax Filing, Step by Step
“By accepting only digital submissions and payments, we are
changing how companies submit and pay their taxes,” said
Osamal Tawakol, adviser to the Minister of Finance during a
Customs and Taxation Committee meeting on December 12th
at AmCham. “However, we realize it is not easy to make such a
huge change. This is why we are only obligating financial firms
to submit their tax forms and pay their taxes digitally this year.
Eventually, we will not accept paper checks or cash.”
The move comes as part of the government strategy to
reduce reliance on paper currency and become a cashless economy. “We are currently working on automating all Egyptian Tax
Authority (ETA) processes and procedures,” said Tawakol,
adding that a plan designed by a foreign company is in place.
A group of senior representatives from the ETA and efinance, the government-owned digital solutions company, took
attendees on a step-by-step tour of how to apply on the ETA
website.
Moreover, currently in the works is a merger of the processes, procedures, paperwork, and forms for value-added tax and
income taxes. “They are currently in the same building, but

have very different processes and requirements,” said Tawakol.
“An all-new Unified Tax Law, which will allow this merger,
should be submitted to Parliament in 2019.”
Tax reforms began in 2014 with the application of the
VATto replace the sales tax. Then came the tax dispute settlement law, which removed 90 percent of all interest
accrued on late taxes. Currently, the ETA is accepting late
tax appeals that, if approved, would remove 70 percent of
accrued interest penalties. The third phase would allow
only a 50 percent reduction. Real estate taxes are eligible
for phase two and phase three settlement deals.

CORPORATE IMPACT AND SUSTAINABILITY, ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION, AND WOMEN IN BUSINESS

Integrating Women for Better Business
As companies continue to seek a competitive edge, their focus
shifts to the impact of gender factors on their businesses.
Developing gender-smart investment strategies was the topic of
under discussion during a Women in Business committee meeting titled “Gender-Smart Investing: Integrating Women Into
the Investment Value Chain for Better Returns,” held
December 9th at AmCham Egypt.
Cindy Drakeman, founder and CEO of DoubleXEconomy,
defined gender-smart investing as having a strategy that incorporates gender-based factors into financial analysis. “You will
find out how women and men impact which parts of the business, and in what way, therefore what will be the impact of your
decisions and activities on them. This leads to smarter designed
products and services.”
Gender-specific investment strategies have been growing at a
rapid pace. In 1993, the first public equity fund with a focus on
gender was founded. By 2010, four more had been established.
By 2016, 33 such funds had been created, according to
Drakeman.
Randa Abou, founder of Market Mix Consultancy and
CEO of Creative Lab Group, told attendees the key to winning as an entrepreneur or business has little to do with
their own gender. “There is a lot of hype in the field in
Egypt that doesn’t discuss the value of personal traits that
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allow companies to win,” she said. The primary point here
is whether the entrepreneur is “ready to win.” Important
traits include experience in the field, positioning of the
product, self-confidence, and readiness to fail and the
right amount of grounded optimism to move the business
forward.
Ghada el Bialy, CEO for treasury, foreign relations and international financial services at the National Bank of Egypt,
focused on the government and Central Bank efforts at financing entrepreneurs, especially women. “There are even articles in
the investment law that pertain to equal opportunities when
starting businesses,” she said, adding that to achieve sustainable
growth, women’s empowerment must go hand in hand with
financial inclusion.

Member News

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL

The First Residence, one of the Four Seasons Hotels in Cairo, is Egypt’s
first hotel to install an electric car-charging station. The move is in line
with the government’s efforts and the chain’s global green initiatives.
The hotel took this step to ensure a sustainable and healthy environment
for their guests and respective environment. The charging station works
with a variety of vehicles, such as plug-in electric vehicles and hybrids.

NOVO NORDISK

Novo Nordisk announced today the Ministry of Health’s approval of
Insulin Degludec (Tresiba®), as the only basal insulin for the treatment
of Type-1 Diabetes from the age of one year. This announcement came
as a medical and scientific breakthrough for the leading global diabetes
healthcare company. Tresiba® represents the new generation of insulin,
prescribed for patients with Type-1 and Type-2 diabetes, with a unique
ability to control blood glucose levels for 42 hours.

INTERCONTINENTAL HOTELS GROUP

IHG, one of the world’s leading hotel companies, announced the appointment
of Dieter O. Franke as the General Manager for InterContinental Cairo
Citystars and Area General Manager for Egypt. With over 30 years of
experience with InterContinental Hotels Group, Franke is a strong believer
of the Brand and brings hands-on know-how in senior management
positions at various InterContinental properties. Joined the group in
1988, and since held numerous positions within the company across
Europe and MENA.

SODIC

SODIC proudly sponsored Tawasol’s exhibition of high-quality handicrafts at
the world-renowned artisanal fair L’Artigiano in Fiera in Milan, Italy.
Tawasol displayed its quality handmade collection of fashion and home
products, inspired by traditional Egyptian arts and crafts at Italy’s most
notable business-to-consumer event. The exhibition is attended by
1,670,000 visitors every year. Proceeds of the exhibition will be channeled
to funding students’ expenses at Tawasol’s community school in Istabl
Antar.
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Announcements
Jobs
AMCHAM RECRUITMENT CENTER
Vacancies

Company Name

Retail Relationship Manager
Business Development Manager - Oil & Gas
Proposal Manager
Audit Manager
National Sales Manager
Quality Control Manager

Attijariwafa Bank Egypt
Elsewedy Electric
AAW Consulting Engineers
Union National Bank – Egypt
Fedex Egypt
Samcrete Egypt

Please send your updated CV to recruitment@amcham.org.eg mentioning the job title in the e-mail subject
For more information about these jobs and others, visit:
www.amcham.org.eg/recruitment – e-mail: recruitment@amcham.org.eg, Tel: (20-2) 333 88 220 Ext. 1513 - 1514 Fax: (20-2) 333 73 779

Top Tenders

TOP TENDERS

FROM

TAS

Client

Description

Deadline

Bid bond
Specs fees

EGYVAC - Egyptian Co. for Vaccines &
Pharmaceuticals - Reporting to Vacsera, The Cashier

January 16,
2019

EGP 20,000
EGP 500

Five tenders for the supply of (a) a unit to fill fire extinguishers with chemi- Misr Petroleum Co., General Dept. for Equipment
cal powder, (b) filtration elements for jet fuel, (c) fuelling hoses & guns, (d)
chemical raw materials, also (e) spare parts for the fuelling meters.

January 16,
2019

EGP 12,000 & 6,000
& 6,000 & 9,000 &
7,500
EGP 600 & 300 &
300 & 450 & 350

Supply of fodder.

Beneficiary Sectors

Sectors
Agriculture & Food
Agriculture
Industry
Petroleum - Oil, Gas &
Petrochemicals

Generating Sectors

www.amcham.org.eg/TAS
For further information, contact the Business Information Center at AmCham Egypt
Tel: (20-2) 3338-1050 – Direct: (20-2) 3761-9641 • Fax: (20-2) 3338-9896 • E-mail: info@amcham.org.eg
Website: www.amcham.org.eg • US Website: www.amcham-egypt.org

U.S. Exhibitions
Listings are now available on our website:www.amcham.org.eg
Exhibitions related to the following sectors are scheduled for the upcoming months.
Sector

Show Name

Agribusiness

International Production and
Processing Expo

Healthcare - Supplements

Natural Products Expo West/
Engredea

Website

Embassy Contact Person

TEL.

ippexpo.com

Cherine Maher

2797-2688

Rania Mekhail

2797-3487

February

March
expowest.com

For more information about these exhibitions, please contact: The Commercial Service at the U.S. Embassy
Tel: (20-2) 2797-2330/ 40 - E-mail: office.cairo@trade.gov
*Please refer to the Commercial Service at the U.S. Embassy for any updates on the exhibitions.
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Exclusive offers
Exclusive Offers

ABOU GHALY MOTORS
Abou Ghaly Motors Group (AGM) has the pleasure to extend its exclusive benefits to
AmCham members on various products as follows:
- Accessories Voucher with the amount of 2,000 EGP, for purchasing- Subaru -JeepChrysler-KTM and Alfa Romeo.
-10% discount on Sixt rent car.
-20% discount on London Cab on the second leg to and from the Airport.
-Different financial programs from Abou Ghaly Group for all products with a minimum
down payment of 25%.
-Protection plan including the insurance with a very special rate of 3.5%.
-5% discount on spare parts and a 10% discount on labor work.
- 20% discount door-to-door service inside Cairo.
-In case of accidents the car will be transferred to the service center, free of charge.

***Discounts will be granted for AmCham members
upon presenting their AmCham 2019 membership card***
For more information, please contact:
Amr Mo'men • Phone Number: (20-2) 2413-4577/ 46300-000
Call Center: 19570 • Mobile: (20-12) 7520-7317
For London Cab reservation: 19670
Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink
for more information on AmCham benefits
This offer is valid until December 31, 2019

ARAMEX INTERNATIONAL EGYPT

NATIONAL TRADING COMPANY (APPLIANCE)
Appliance is pleased to offer its unique solutions and services to AmCham Member
companies on the below products:
1- Appliance Furniture:
10% discount on all furniture products
2- Appliance IT Solutions:
20% discount on Digital Signage solution
10% discount on GPS services
10% discount on security systems
Show room address: 16 Abou El Ataheya Street– Emtedad Abbass El Akkad Street,
Nasr City
You can check our website for more info.: www.appliance-eg.com

For more information, please contact:
Waged Abdel Halim
Phone Number: (20-2) 2670-6627/2670-6320
Mobile: (20-12) 2451-0500 • Email: waged@appliance-eg.com
Ahmed Hassan
Mobile: (20-12) 2030-0277 • Email: ahassan@appliance-eg.com
Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink
for more information on AmCham benefits
This offer is valid until December 31, 2019

EGYPTAIR

Special offer on Shop & Ship Membership & a 30% Discount on all Personal Domestic
Services and a 20% discount on the international cash rates.
“ Shop & Ship “ are an international shipping service that allows you to shop from the
US, the UK, China, Turkey, UAE, India, South Africa, Hong Kong, Germany, Italy,
Spain, France, Singapore, Canada and Malaysia and then we deliver it to you with the
best rates.”
Membership fee for AmCham member will be only $5 instead of $45.

Egyptair is pleased to extend the protocol agreement for year 2019.
This agreement entitles all AmCham members and their first degree family members
to a special preferential reductions on Egyptair INTERNATIONAL flights ONLY.
Up to 35% Discount on IATA rates.
Up to 15% Discount over Egyptair’s special fares, depending on the booking class.
*This deal is applicable on trips from and to Egypt.
*All discounts are not applicable to Jeddah/ Al Madina during Hajj and Omra season
during the months of Ragab, Shaaban & Ramadan.

***Discounts will be granted for 2019 membership card***

*Discounts will be granted for AmCham members upon
presenting their AmCham 2018 membership card*

For more information, please contact:
Shop & Ship: Amal Shawki
Domestic & International Services: Samir Othman
Short No.16996
Email: Amal.Soliman@aramex.com; SamirO@aramex.com
Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink
for more information on AmCham benefits
This offer is valid until December 31, 2019

For more information, please contact:
Call Center from mobile numbers: 1717
Downtown Adly Branch: Tel: (20-2) 2390-6078/ 2392-7680
Zamalek Club Fence Branch: Tel: (20-2) 3347-2027/ 3347-5193/ 3305-1431
Shobra Branch: Tel: (20-2) 2206-9071/3/5
Heliopolis Korba Branch: Tel: (20-2) 2418-3722
Astra Travel: Rania Fahmy Tel: (20-2) 3749-1469 Ext.137 • Mob: (2-012) 2011-0095
Email: rfahmy@astratravel.com
Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink
for more information on AmCham benefits
This offer is valid until June 30, 2019

The BUSINESS MONTHLY Classifieds section is open exclusively to AmCham member companies.
Text ads are £E 150 for up to 30 words, £E 5 per additional word. Abbreviations, phone numbers and e-mail addresses count as one word. Display ads are
£E 100 per cm in height, per column (max. 20cm in combined total height). Discounts are offered for regular advertisers and repeat bookings.
Insertion orders, payment and ad content must be received by the 15th of the month preceding publication. All classified ads subject to editorial approval. For more
information, or to place a classified ad, contact Amany Kassem at (20-2) 3338-9890, fax (20-2) 3338-0850, e-mail: akassem@amcham.org.eg
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Advertorial

CONRAD CAIRO

INERTIA EGYPT

In collaboration with Rome Cavalieri, a Waldorf Astoria Resort, Italian
Chef Daniele Foscolo visited Conrad Cairo to present Roman and
regional Italian specialties for dinner at the OAK restaurant for six
days. The culinary experience was part of Conrad Cairo’s “Taste of
Luxury” activities which hosts visiting chefs. Guests had the opportunity to
taste traditional Italian favorites including Nome Piatto, Caprese
Cocktail, Giudia’s artichoke, Red shrimp carpaccio with fennel salad
and Risotto with scampi cream. Dessert favorites include Tiramisu,
fresh Lemon cream, chocolate and mint crumble and a sumptuous hot
chocolate fondant cake.

Inertia Egypt announced its latest updates on one of its flagship residential
developments, Joulz – a neighborhood in the heart of West Cairo with a
mixed-use area. Strategically located, Joulz is just 2 kilometers away from
the ring road, 7 kilometers away from the 26th of July Corridor and 20-30
minutes away from downtown Cairo. Joulz consists of 1,150 residential
units, offering an array of apartments, townhouses, twin houses, and
stand-alone villas. Residential units are built on 25 percent of the total
land area, allowing for vast lush, green vegetation throughout the
neighborhood.

JW MARRIOTT CAIRO

LIBYA OIL GROUP

JW Marriott Hotel Cairo was delighted to welcome Personal
Development Expert Cherif Cotta to provide insightful ways to
Emotional Health, hosted for the exclusive Charms JW Ladies Society
club. The session included an approach to the seven different kinds of
love and learning how to deal with our emotional health whether they
are positive or negative. Charms JW Ladies Society is dedicated to enriching
the lives of its members through a topical and exciting program of
events, seminars, and social gatherings.

Libya Oil Group has unveiled its new commercial trade brand "OLA
Energy" taking effect on all the Group's outlets and products, representing
a turning point in the Group's 25-year history. The rebrand reflects the
true African spirit. The unveiling of the Ola Energy identity in Egypt
came during an exclusive ceremony attended by Eng. Ahmed Hossam
el din, Deputy Minister of Supply and Internal Trade for Internal Trade
Affairs, as well as several industries and government officials.
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Advertorial

NISSAN

PALM HILLS

Participating in the 5th Annual Egypt Automotive Summit, one of the
major events of the automotive sector in Egypt, Nissan outlined the
brand's promise of “Innovation that Excites.” Nissan Motor Egypt
Chairman and Managing Director, Kohei Maeda, spoke about Nissan’s
pioneering advances with Electric vehicles and reminded everyone that
Nissan was first to bring an entirely 100 percent mass-produced electric
car to the international market, the Leaf. “When we launched the
first-generation Nissan Leaf, it had 24 kWh battery and could drive
180 kilometers. Our current second-generation Leaf has a 40 kWh
and can drive 400 kilometers,” he said.

As part of Palm Hills Developments’ sponsorship of the Cairo
International Film Festival’s 40th edition, Badya, the company’s
largest project yet, celebrated with an opening party for the Cairo
Industry Days segment of the festival, in collaboration with the Arab
Cinema Center. Attendees included many first-class celebrities, as well
as some of the finest international and local writers, directors, and
producers who headed 4-day workshops and master-classes, known as
The Industry Days, to support and motivate the up-and-coming youth
of the creative industry and cultural movement in Egypt.

SAMSUNG

TOYOTA EGYPT

A delegation from Samsung’s factory in Bani Suef recently visited the
Fayoum Oncology Center, as part of the company’s ongoing efforts to
continue playing an impactful role in the communities where it operates.
The delegation was headed by Mr. ByaongGueon Jeon, President of
Samsung’s factory in Bani Suef. During the visit, Samsung factory
donated an amount of EGP100,000 to the Fayoum Oncology Center.
Since 2013, Samsung’s factory outreach to the community included
seven blood drive campaigns; donation of over 1,000 blood bags,
donation of an infant incubator to a local hospital, among many other
contributions.

Toyota Egypt Group has affirmed the continuation of its expansion plan
in Egypt by providing the market with the original Toyota Genuine
Motors Oil (TGMO), which meets the highest internationally accredited
quality standards, including the European Automobile Manufacturers
Association and the American Petroleum Institute. Toyota Genuine
Motors Oil guarantees optimum performance and better protection for
all Gasoline and Diesel engines, including the Turbine engines. The
genuine Toyota oil is made from virgin and unusual essential oil with
additional high-quality components. Toyota is the world's first and only
automotive company that produces an oil brand in its name.
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Media Lite

A Glance At The Press
A selfie with today’s prices
before they increase.
Al Masry Al Youm, December 18th

Media Lite is a satirical review of items published in the local and international press. All opinions and allegations made in them belong solely to the
original publications and no attempt has been made to ascertain their veracity.

Too Ambitious
Police in Bani Suef uncovered a clever
scheme that a kiosk owner and drug
smuggler devised to sell their drugs. They
would package them in empty opaque
bags of well-known powder juice brands,
and then if one of their clients comes,
they would sell him the drugs while
everyone else believes it is powder juice.
However, after years of successfully running the business, they decided to create
their own brand and packaging. It was a
way of feeling we are recognized, said one
of the culprits. However, a few months
in, this new brand caught the eye of a
police officer who insisted on buying it,
believing it was a type of powder juice.
The scheme was quickly discovered, and
police arrested the culprits.
Al Masry Al Youm, December 16th

Setting a Smoking Cap
Egyptian Parliamentarian, Khaled
Hanafy, submitted a proposal to fine
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anyone who smokes shisha more than a
set number of times a day. The ultimate
aim is to completely eliminate this tradition or criminalizing it by law.
Hanafy’s proposal would see fines double every time a smoker breaches the
shisha smoke limit with no upper limit.
He said during a phone call on a talk
show that smoking shisha has reached
epidemic proportions, and that it is the
role of the government to look out for
the health of its people. And in this
case, set certain criteria for how many
shishas can a person smoke a day. He
has yet to announce a mechanism to
catch those over smokers nor how will
authorities record how many times a
smoker has violated the cap.
CairoScene, December 13th

Gold Rush
Three men were arrested along the
Hurghada Safaga highway with what
looked like a large rock of unpurified gold

in their possession. Investigation revealed
that the three cousins had been watching
several American movies that depicted
how rundown heroes went in search for
gold in the desert, only to come back rich
men to exact revenge on the people who
belittled them. Believing they can do the
same, the three relatives, robbed a construction site in Luxor, and then trekked
their way into the mountain in search for
the precious metal. To their surprise, they
found what they were looking for, just 10
kilometers outside the city. However, to
their bad luck, after confessing to the
crime of illegally mining for gold, tests
came back showing that what they found
was a common, yellow-plated, alloy used
in the construction of a nearby factory,
which must have fallen off from the truck
transporting it. They were still imprisoned
for robbing the construction site and for
making a false confession.
Al Wafd newspaper, December 19th

